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Caveat

This report is based on the President’s Budget proposal for FY 2018, presented to the Congress on May 22, 2017, as well as on historical documents where needed. The FY 2018 budget included only a single year, with plans for future years awaiting publication of the administration’s National Defense Strategy.

Further, as this document was being written, the annual budget process goes forward with the different congressional committees considering the president’s proposal. Their actions, taking place over many months, will change some of the analyses in this paper. As the paper is being published, for example, the House and Senate armed services committees have released their marks, and the respective chambers have passed the bills. However, the conference has not yet been held and a joint bill not yet been developed. The House and Senate appropriations committees are beginning their work, but FY 2018 is covered by a continuing resolution until December.
Executive Summary

This is an unusual year for assessing U.S. military forces. First, there was a presidential election and a change of administration. Then, despite the new beginning, partisan rancor and political stalemate continued.

As a result, the much-expected buildup of military forces has become highly uncertain. The change of administration has produced competing visions about strategy and an uncertain fiscal future. These competing visions reflect different concepts about what force demands are most important and how military forces should be configured to meet those demands.

Political stalemate has produced a wide range of possible fiscal futures. This range is far greater than usual, as defense hawks, deficit hawks, and supporters of domestic spending tug at the budget with the specter of the Budget Control Act (“sequestration”) in the background. The fiscal future will be a major driver of force size and composition.

This report, therefore, not only describes changes made in the FY 2018 budget proposal but also assesses the wide range of possible futures arising from this strategic and fiscal uncertainty.

Competing visions of strategy. Competing visions arise from a variety of different judgments about force demands.

- Which threats are most important? The previous administration, including the current chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, identified five challenges to the United States: Russia, China, North Korea, Iran, and ISIS/global terrorism. Although all elements of U.S. force structure would participate in major conflicts, warfighting requirements against different threats stress different elements of the force structure.

- How to balance force demands for warfighting and day-to-day operations? In addition to the war fighting requirements described above, forces must meet day-to-day demands for ongoing conflicts, crisis response, partner/ally engagements, and forward presence. Day-to-day demands are different from warfighting requirements in that they must be met in a way that is sustainable for the long term and without surge of reservists or personnel tempo.

- Where to make tradeoffs among readiness, modernization, and force structure? Strategists tend to focus on great power competition and are therefore drawn to high-end conflicts and the modernization necessary to conduct them (often called “capability”). However, the press of day-to-day crises forces an emphasis on high readiness and large forces (“capacity”). Secretary of Defense James Mattis has signaled that the FY 2019 budget and its five-year plan will emphasize modernization, but it is unclear whether the world will allow such a focus.
• What should be the U.S. role in the world? As a candidate, President Trump challenged long-standing assumptions about U.S. global leadership, raising fundamental questions about the U.S. role in the world.

These competing visions play out in different force structures proposed by the president (as a candidate), Senator John McCain, the National Defense Panel, think tanks, and recent congressional action.

The administration will lay out its vision about force size and composition in the next strategy review but has not made a clear statement so far. Looking across these many visions, however, one thing is clear: there is a lot of pressure to grow structure after its postwar low point, and changes in the future will likely be on the up side.

A wide range of fiscal futures. Nevertheless, as budgeteers like to say, “Visions without funding are hallucinations.” Despite the strategic rationale for larger forces, the future of military forces depends on the future of the budget, but that future is highly uncertain. The chart below gives a sense of the range. By FY 2022 the gap between the high and low projections is over $100 billion.

The table below shows how the different fiscal futures affect forces. (“Trump FY 2018” is the Trump administration’s FY 2018 projection, which it argues is a placeholder, not a final decision; “Trump Candidate 9/2016” is what President Trump, as a candidate, proposed in a September 2016 speech.)
### Overview of military services

In the absence of comprehensive strategic guidance, the services have struggled to balance capacity and capability, and readiness/modernization/force structure. In the Obama administration, Secretary Ash Carter and Deputy Secretary Robert Work had clearly set a priority for capability and modernization. That emphasis was seen in the “Third Offset” initiative, which sought to enhance capabilities against high-end adversaries such as China and Russia. However, the increased demands for combat forces in the Middle East and for forward deployments to Europe and Asia have pushed the services to prioritize readiness and force structure in order to meet these immediate demands. Indeed, all the services argue that high operational demand puts a floor on their size.

A structural effect of the high day-to-day demand for forces is that all units (except nuclear and a few highly specialized units) must be available for routine deployment. Pulling some units out of the deployment cycle would put too much pressure on the others. That means that units cannot be too highly specialized, for example, only suitable for major conflicts, or only focused on particular geographic regions. It also means that the services have not been able to create experimental units that only test new warfighting concepts and equipment. Instead, the services have had to use regular forces that periodically deploy overseas and execute conventional missions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BCA Caps (<em>“Sequestration”</em>)</th>
<th>Obama FY 2017 FYDP</th>
<th>Trump FY 2018</th>
<th>Trump Candidate (9/2016)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Army manpower</strong></td>
<td>421,000/498,000</td>
<td>450,000/530,000</td>
<td>476,000/542,000</td>
<td>540,000/563,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(<strong>active/reserve</strong>)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Army brigade combat teams (AC/RC)</strong></td>
<td>53 (27/26)</td>
<td>58 (30/28)</td>
<td>61 (31/28)</td>
<td>68 (40/28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Navy carriers</strong></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Navy ships</strong></td>
<td>274</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Air Force TacAir – total (4th/5th generation)</strong></td>
<td>1,015 (668/347)</td>
<td>1,101 (699/402)</td>
<td>1,141 (739/402)</td>
<td>1,310 (837/473)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>USMC manpower</strong></td>
<td>175,000</td>
<td>180,000</td>
<td>185,000</td>
<td>242,000 (!)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Much, therefore, depends on the outcome of this fall’s budget negotiations and the administration’s announced strategy, likely to be published in February. For descriptions about how all this comes out and insights into what it means, read next year’s paper, *U.S. Military Forces in the FY 2019 Budget.*
Army

The Army ended its postwar drawdown in 2016. Instead of declining to a total end strength of 980,000, the Army bottomed out at 1,015,385 in FY 2016 and in FY 2017 came up slightly to 1,018,000. The FY 2018 request maintains that level. This is consistent with the broader DOD strategy of rebuilding readiness before expanding the force, a strategy also expressed by Gen. Mark Milley, the Army chief of staff, in his annual posture statement.

The Army used this additional end strength to retain units previously planned for inactivation, such as a brigade in Alaska; to create new units to fill gaps such as security force assistance brigades; to increase the manning of existing units to improve readiness; and to add personnel to the support base.

Army officials still believe that the Army is too small, because postwar operational demands continue at a high level. However, the stridency of previous years is gone, likely because recent end-strength increases have eased pressure.

The big change in Army warfighting requirements continues to be the need to defend the Baltic states and eastern Europe against possible Russian aggression. General Milley has often stated his concern about Army readiness to fight this kind of high-end conflict, foreseeing that the Army would be “outgunned, outranged, and outdated on a future battlefield with near-peer competitors.” A conflict in the Baltics would be vastly different not only from the counterinsurgency campaigns of Iraq and Afghanistan but also from the conventional theater campaigns of Desert Storm in 1991 and Operation Iraqi Freedom in 2003. Indeed, it would look like old Cold War scenarios on the inter-German border—with NATO outnumbered facing massive adversary firepower—though on a much smaller scale and with lower stakes (defense of NATO’s periphery versus defense of NATO’s heartland).

Through the European Reassurance Initiative, the Army is strengthening its position in Europe with a rotational armored brigade, expansion of prepositioned equipment sets, exercises with allies, and infrastructure improvements to facilitate a surge of forces, if needed. Nevertheless, NATO forces are inadequate to stop a Russian invasion. Thus, the debate about how much is enough will continue.

Army modernization continues to be a classic good-news, bad-news story. The good news is that proposed FY 2018 funding for investment is back at the historical funding levels and that over the last 15 years the Army was able to use war funding to replace a lot of its aging equipment. The bad news is that the Army does not have a new generation of systems in development to take it into the 2020s and beyond. It was hit by a “triple whammy”: modernization funding reductions, a focus on near-term systems for current operations, and a missed procurement cycle due to program failures.

One piece of good news on Army governance: Relations between regulars and the Guard/reserves have improved. These relations are particularly sensitive for the Army because it has, by far, the largest reserve component, in both relative and absolute terms. Tensions peaked in 2014 during the post-Iraq/Afghanistan drawdown, resulting in congressional creation of the
National Commission on the Future of the Army to make peace. Recent budget increases and the willingness of the Army to implement the commission’s recommendations have eased tensions in the near-term.

Navy

After years of shrinkage, the Navy is growing as new ships are delivered, particularly the numerous littoral combat ships (LCSs) and DDG-51 destroyers. The Navy projects that it will hit 292 ships by the end of FY 2018, up from its low point of 275 in 2016. Long-term plans had envisioned fleet size rising to about 310 in the 2020s before declining to the 290s after that, but these plans are being revised.

Ship numbers must be treated with caution, however. Today’s fleet may have only half the number of ships of the 1980s, but it has about 80 percent of the tonnage because contemporary ships are much larger than their earlier counterparts.

Despite its slowly increasing size, the Navy is feeling a lot of stress. Theater commanders say they only receive about half of their requests for Navy ships, but this is not surprising since theater requests are not resource constrained. Nevertheless, this shortfall engenders a concern that the Navy is too small for the tasks that it is being asked to perform. Highly publicized gaps, such as the intermittent lack of a carrier in the Middle East, reinforce this perception. Further, the need to deploy to Europe, a theater that had been largely ignored by surface forces since the end of the Cold War, adds to demands.

As a result of these tensions, this was the year of Navy force structure assessments. The president, the Navy, and many think tanks all weighed in on what the size of the Navy should be. These assessments all skew high—ranging from 323 to 414—because of the deteriorated strategic environment and high demands for forward presence. Some proposed force structures included innovative designs such as unmanned ships and small carriers. The Navy’s 355-ship goal focused on existing ship classes to allow more rapid force expansion.

The Navy proposes to construct nine ships in FY 2018, the same number as in FY 2017: one carrier, two DDG-51 destroyers, two SSN-775 submarines, and two auxiliaries. This is a relatively small number considering the administration’s stated intention to expand the fleet (about 12–14 ships a year would be needed to build toward a fleet of 350) but consistent with Secretary Mattis’s plans to focus FY 2017 and FY 2018 on readiness.

Further, the Navy appears to be focusing on existing platforms rather than developing new ship classes as some of the force structure analyses recommended. The reason is to get ships built quickly, without the delay and risk of development programs.

- Carrier programs continue, though the availability of the America-class amphibious assault ship and the proliferation of A2/AD capabilities have rekindled interest in small carriers.
- The littoral combat ship program remains controversial and in flux. The Navy put out a request for information that opened the door to new designs.
In FY 2018, naval aviation (Navy and Marine Corps) proposes to procure 91 aircraft of all kinds. Naval aviation procurement is in generally good shape with mature programs producing aircraft with few major issues. However, naval aviation overall has been described as in a “death spiral” because of inventory and readiness problems. The Navy sees faster procurement of new aircraft as the long-term solution, but their high cost, especially for F-35s, makes this difficult.

In the background are issues about manned versus unmanned aircraft. Navy UAV procurement (3) in FY 2018 is far behind the Air Force’s (16), and its UAV inventory (60) is even farther behind the Air Force’s (256, MQ-9 and RQ-4). This reflects the Navy’s emphasis on manned systems such as the F-35, F-18, and P-8, and, to some critics, a lack of interest in unmanned systems.

Marine Corps

The FY 2018 Marine Corps budget maintains the FY2017 manpower levels: active duty end strength at 185,000, Marine Corps Reserve end strength at 38,500, civilian full-time equivalents nearly constant at 21,100. Marine Corps leadership said that maintaining a constant level of end strength was a conscious decision to put more money into readiness. Despite this pause in manpower growth, the Marine Corps, alone among the services, is coming out of the wars at a higher level (185,000) than it went in (172,600).

To cope with the changed strategic environment and evolving methods of conducting military operations in the longer term, the Marine Corps embarked on a force structure assessment, called “Force 2025.” A major theme is that, after 15 years of operations ashore in Iraq and Afghanistan, the Marine Corps is refocusing on its naval roots and full-spectrum operations. The Marine commandant, Gen. Robert Neller, talks about a “5th-generation Marine Corps” that incorporates new technologies and new organizations. Unlike previous force assessments, which were announced as a complete package, specific results of this assessment are being rolled out gradually. One immediate change has been to increase Marine capabilities in cyber and electronic warfare.

In structuring a future force, General Neller said that he had chosen a “hybrid” approach that both enhances traditional capabilities—infantry, artillery, tanks—to increase dwell time and still meet deployment demands and adds new capabilities for future, high-end conflicts. To accomplish this, the Marine Corps has set a target endstrength of 194,000. If the expected, future manpower increase does not materialize, however, then tough choices will be necessary.

Marine aviation continues to upgrade platforms and incorporate new systems. The KC-130J, AH-1Z, and, finally, the F-35B are all in serial production. MV-22 production for the Marine Corps is complete. CH-53K is in initial production, having begun procurement last year. That’s all good news.

The bad news in the aviation community is low readiness, which received extensive attention because of high-visibility crashes and the large number of grounded aircraft. Unfortunately, naval flying hours will decline in FY 2018, though additional funding should increase aircraft availability. F-35s will slowly replace legacy aircraft, but their high flying-hour cost, currently more than double that of the F-18, make achievement of target readiness levels even harder.
The Marine Corps’ largest (total program cost) ground modernization programs are the JLTV, a joint vehicle program with the Army, and the armored combat vehicle (ACV). The JLTV has been developed successfully and is in its third and last year of low-rate initial production. The ACV is the Corps’ third attempt to replace the 1970s-era amphibious assault vehicles. In this attempt, the Corps is taking an evolutionary approach, phasing its requirements, and not asking (at least initially) for technologically challenging capabilities.

The Marine Corps is engaged in a long-term effort to ease the burden of its force footprint on Okinawa, moving some forces to more remote areas of the island and other forces off Okinawa, mainly to Guam. Both processes—on Guam and Okinawa—continue, though slowly, and only a few Marine forces have yet relocated or left Okinawa. By contrast, the Marine Corps’ rotational deployments to Darwin, Australia, continue into their sixth year without major controversy.

To provide rapid response and persistent presence in Africa Command (AFRICOM) and Central Command (CENTCOM), and periodic theater engagement in Southern Command (SOUTHCOM), the Marine Corps established Special Purpose Marine Air Ground Task Forces (SPMAGTFs). These land-based special-purpose units, smaller than the Marine Expeditionary Unit (2,200 marines), continue but have been losing their air components to higher-priority missions.

Consistent with its reenergized naval orientation, the Marine Corps has strongly stated its support for an amphibious fleet of 38 ships, up from the current 32. Because of the high demands on these 32 ships, the Marine Corps and Navy have been experimenting with using other kinds of ships, such as Maritime Prepositioning Force ships, high-speed vessels (EPFs), and afloat forward staging bases (ESBs and ESDs). This has been a change from the Corps’ longstanding “amphibious-only” approach.

**Air Force**

The FY 2018 budget increases manpower for all three components above the FY 2017 level. This is a change to the Air Force’s long-term trend of cutting manpower to maintain the pace of modernization.

Like the other services, the Air Force notes how busy it is. The Air Force is, in effect, conducting an air war in the Middle East while still meeting its other global commitments, particularly growing more active in Europe.

Because of these incessant operational demands, the Air Force leadership describes the service as “too small” for the tasks it has been assigned. This, in turn, pushes the Air Force (as with the other services) to increase capacity, even at the cost of capability, though higher budgets may allow some increase in both.

This tradeoff is seen in the Air Force’s decision to delay retirement of the A-10 fleet, upgrade more F-16C/D fighter aircraft, and extend the life of the F-15C fighters through upgrades and fuselage overhauls. Collectively, these decisions—coupled with leveling out F-35 procurement in FY 2018—indicate a leaning toward capacity rather than the previous leaning toward...
capability. Whether this will survive the strategy review—and its historical focus on high-end conflict—remains to be seen.

For the Air Force, the UAV revolution is complete. Although the Navy’s efforts to integrate unmanned aircraft into its aviation fleet are still controversial, slow, and limited, as described earlier, the Air Force incorporation of unmanned aircraft into its force structure—after strong resistance in the 2000s—has become routine.

Nevertheless, the Air Force struggles with the long-term challenge of maintaining its force structure with increasingly capable, but increasingly expensive, aircraft. Aircraft numbers have declined while average age has increased (to 27 years).

The Air Force has programs in place to modernize the individual fleets—B-21 for bombers, F-35 for fighter/attack, KC-46 for tankers—but this modernization has been delayed and will take time. As a result, today’s aging fleets will be around for a long while. The Air Force calls its modernization program “cost-effective,” a nod toward an emphasis on readiness and capacity.

Nuclear forces continue as planned, at least for now. The ICBM force has declined from 450 to the New START limit of 400. The bomber force holds steady at 158 (total). Both the Ground Based Strategic Deterrent (GBSD, replacement for the Minuteman missiles) and Long Range Standoff cruise missile (LRSO) continue in the FY 2018 budget, but the future of the nuclear enterprise will be determined by DOD’s Nuclear Posture Review, currently underway.

The great issue about space this year was whether to create a “space corps” separate from the Air Force. Although the issue appears to have receded, it is unlikely to go away entirely since space is an increasingly important domain, and the Air Force is often distracted by its aircraft programs.

**Special Operations Forces**

Three themes continue from last year—stable force size, continuing stress, and dependence on Overseas Contingency Operations (OCO) funding. In addition, statutory changes to the management of Special Operations Forces give them more independence and broader responsibilities.

- **Stable force size.** After growing from 42,800 in 2001 to 63,347 military service members today—and approaching the size of the British army (82,000)—SOCOM’s size has now leveled off. This has occurred for both fiscal reasons—a focus on readiness—and recruiting reasons—there are a limited number of personnel suitable for SOCOM roles.

- **Continuing stress.** High force demands have continued even after the substantial withdrawals from Iraq and Afghanistan. As a result, SOCOM operational tempo (OPTEMPO) is about as high as personnel can tolerate in “peacetime.” With OPTEMPO and force size limited, DOD will need to shift some existing SOF missions to conventional forces if it wants to add missions to SOF.
• Dependence on OCO funding. SOCOM is particularly dependent on OCO funding, which comprises 31 percent of its total funding, three times the department’s rate overall (10 percent). Although OCO looks stable for the immediate future, its long-term prospects are unclear.

• Changes to management. SOCOM received additional missions making it, in effect, a “global COCOM” (combatant commander), with activities that reach into the regional COCOMs. The 2017 National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) also gave the assistant secretary of defense for special operations/low-intensity conflict additional authorities over SOCOM personnel. The effect, and congressional intent, was to make special operations forces even more like a separate service.

DOD Civilians

Although the administration has pledged to decrease the size of the federal workforce, its FY 2018 budget proposes to increase the number of DOD civilians by 5,200 in FY 2018, justified on the basis of improving readiness.

Nevertheless, controversy about the size of DOD’s civilian workforce continued. To opponents, civilians are part of the overhead, and not warfighting elements. The number of civilian personnel has been rising while the number of military personnel has been falling, evidence that these levels are not closely overseen.

Proponents note that government civilians are mostly not in Washington, but rather in readiness functions such as maintenance and base operations. They also note that recent efforts to move functions from higher-cost military personnel to lower-cost civilian personnel naturally increase the number of civilians.

Long-term workforce levels will be set by “management improvement plans” that the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) requires in the FY 2019 budget.

Although DOD civilians were sheltered from cuts, they were affected by government-wide workforce proposals such as increases to retirement contributions. The proposed 1.9 percent pay raise was mostly good news, being higher than the 1.6 percent projected in FY 2017, but lower than the military 2.1 percent raise.

Inadvertently, the administration also raised questions about the number and role of political appointees. That number has been increasing steadily in DOD, numbering 238 in the Obama administration, with 56 requiring Senate confirmation, but the Trump administration has been particularly slow to fill them. The gap raises the question whether all the appointees are needed.

Contractors

Contractors have become a permanent element of the federal workforce, but they remain controversial. Service contractors provide workforce flexibility by conducting noncore governmental activities but raise questions about the line between government and the private
sector. Operational or battlefield contractors allow limited U.S. military forces to conduct a wider range of operations than they could otherwise but raise concerns about reliance on "mercenaries." For both there are unresolved questions about cost compared with government employees.

The background data show how important contractors have become. Service contract obligations increased from $74 billion in 2000 to $180 billion at their peak in FY 2009 (all in FY 2014 dollars). Although service contract obligations declined to $125 billion in FY 2016, they are still substantially above the prewar level and have started to increase again.

Contractors outnumber military personnel in combat theaters, as shown in the table below for CENTCOM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Military</th>
<th>Total Contractors</th>
<th>U.S. Citizens</th>
<th>Third-Country Nationals</th>
<th>Local/Host-Country Nationals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan Only</td>
<td>10,100</td>
<td>23,525</td>
<td>9,436</td>
<td>8,873</td>
<td>5,216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq/Syria Only</td>
<td>7,200</td>
<td>4,485</td>
<td>2,424</td>
<td>1,406</td>
<td>655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Locations</td>
<td>18,300</td>
<td>14,402</td>
<td>6,210</td>
<td>8,044</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOR Total</td>
<td>35,600</td>
<td>42,412</td>
<td>18,070</td>
<td>18,323</td>
<td>6,019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the spring, Eric Prince, former head of Blackwater, proposed to have contractors take over much of the U.S. commitment in Afghanistan, thus bringing these issues to the fore after years of relative quiet. The proposal was highly controversial and did not appear in the administration’s announced Afghanistan strategy. However, it did describe an alternative, and lower-visibility, approach to conducting long-term overseas operations, and this approach is still out there if the new strategy falters.

DOD-wide

- **Readiness.** Sequestration in 2013 hurt readiness. The services are still rebuilding readiness after those cuts, and Secretary Mattis identified readiness as the focus for the FY 2017 and FY 2018 budgets. All the services are putting funds toward spare parts and increased unit manning. However, progress stalls in the FY 2018 budget when measured by activity metrics like flying hours, so the indicators are mixed.

- **Readiness shortfalls primarily affect nondeployed forces.** The services deploy forces at a high level of readiness because these forces will conduct real-world operations. The risk is that in an emergency (for example, a war in Korea), the services would need to deploy units at lower readiness. The challenge is that readiness is both expensive and perishable, so buying more requires tradeoffs in other areas. As a result, “readiness crisis” may be the new normal as demands for higher readiness collide with rising readiness costs and the need for budget tradeoffs within a constrained top line.
• **National security reform and reduction in management headquarters.** The 2017 NDAA made many structural and procedural changes to improve efficiency and decisionmaking, and capped the number of general officers and SES civilians. OMB has directed that all agencies, including DOD, evaluate their organization and processes to identify management efficiencies and produce Agency Reform Plans. The effect on life in the Pentagon will be large, but the effect on forces will be indirect and remains to be seen.

• **Facilities and infrastructure.** The FY 2018 request—$10.4 billion (base and OCO, including family housing)—is a large increase above the FY 2017 level and close to the average level of the 1980s and 1990s. Thus, DOD may be ending its “military construction holiday,” after living off the large construction budgets of the 2000s and the construction activity of previous BRAC rounds. However, it will take sustained investment to recapitalize DOD’s deteriorating facilities.

• **Unmanned systems and artificial intelligence.** A continuing theme in weapons development is the move toward unmanned systems and artificial intelligence. The use of such systems in the air has been well established for two decades. The use of such systems at sea and on the ground (other than for mine clearance) is just beginning. These technologies have the potential to profoundly shape future force structure. Although this revolution will take decades to fully implement, the U.S. military has already begun to enter this new realm with experiments on land, on sea, and in the air.

• **DOD/National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA).** NNSA is the part of the Department of Energy that develops and produces nuclear weapons, develops and sustains naval reactors, and conducts nuclear nonproliferation activities. The BCA budget caps put NNSA and DOD in a zero-sum situation. Any cost overruns or program increases that NNSA experiences must be paid by DOD. This dynamic causes constant tension, not least because NNSA has a poor record of cost control on major projects.

• **Rising budgets have eased tensions.** Weapons activities and naval reactors increase, consistent with the administration’s stated intention to modernize nuclear forces, while nonproliferation activities decrease. Conflict will return if expected budget increases do not materialize.

• **U.S. allies.** Although this paper is about U.S. armed forces, it also recognizes what allies are doing, and sometimes failing to do, both because the United States is unlikely to fight wars completely on its own and because the Trump administration has highlighted the need for allies to do more for their own defense. In general, the United States spends more on defense, both absolutely and relatively, than its allies, but the allies do participate in operations, such as in Afghanistan and eastern Europe, and provide extensive support by offsetting basing costs. Also, often unappreciated in the United States, is the fact that future wars will likely be fought on, and devastate, allied territory, not ours.
Introduction

This is an unusual year for assessing U.S. military forces. First, there was a presidential election and a change of administration. That always brings a period of uncertainty until the new administration identifies the threats it considers most pressing, publishes a strategy describing how it will meet those threats, and specifies the forces needed to implement that strategy.

Then, despite the new beginning, partisan rancor and political stalemate have continued. Although Republicans control both houses of Congress and the presidency, they don’t have enough votes to push through legislation without some Democratic support. Political stalemate has produced a wide range of possible fiscal futures, as defense hawks, deficit hawks, and supporters of domestic spending tug at the budget with the specter of the Budget Control Act (“sequestration”) in the background. The fiscal future will be a major driver of force size and composition.

As a result, the much-expected buildup of military forces has become highly uncertain.

Competing visions

Competing visions of strategy arise in several ways. First, there are disagreements about which threats are more important. Then there are disagreements about how to balance demands for war fighting and day-to-day operations. Then there are disagreements about the balance between readiness, modernization, and force structure. Finally, as a candidate, President Trump raised fundamental questions about the U.S. role in the world. These competing visions play out in different force structures that various experts and policymakers have proposed. The administration will lay out its vision in the next strategy review but has not made a clear statement about force size or composition so far.

Threats. The previous administration, including the current chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, identified five challenges to the United States: Russia, China, North Korea, Iran, and ISIS/global terrorism. This was a change from the administration’s earlier strategy, contained in its 2014 Quadrennial Defense Review, which had not envisioned an aggressive Russia, the rise of ISIS, or an assertive China. The Trump administration’s defense and national security strategies will almost certainly include all these threats, and perhaps others, but how they are prioritized and constructed makes a difference.

---

1 Technically, the BCA caps set future budget levels. Sequestration is an action that would happen in the budget year if appropriations were higher than the caps. Although BCA budget levels are popularly known as “sequestration” levels, this study uses the more precise “BCA” levels or caps.
Although all elements of U.S. force structure would participate in major conflicts, warfighting requirements against different threats stress different elements of the force structure. Details of war plans and planning scenarios are classified, but enough information is available to make general statements about demands.

- **Russia and China.** These threats drive requirements for weapons with the most advanced technologies. Both Russia and China can create anti-access/area denial (A2/AD) environments, that is, highly sophisticated defensive layers combined with advanced offensive weapons. The response to Russia falls mainly on the Army because of the need to get ground forces forward to defend vulnerable NATO allies such as the Baltic states and Poland. The Navy is relatively less engaged because of the difficulty in getting ships into the Baltic and positioned to strike Russia (unless one side escalates horizontally to the Atlantic or the Pacific). Conversely, the Navy would have the lead in any conflict with China because the Pacific theater is mostly maritime. The Air Force would be engaged in both potential conflicts but has the challenge of getting its forces into a position where they can strike China because the United States lacks nearby bases.

- **Iran.** Most scenarios about conflict with Iran focus on reopening the Strait of Hormuz, which task falls mainly on the Navy, but can have a ground component to eliminate threats from coastal locations. A scenario that envisioned neutralizing Iran’s nuclear capabilities would draw heavily on Air Force and Navy aviation. A scenario that envisioned regime change, that is, replacing the existing government, would require moving forces inland beyond the coastal areas and would be extremely demanding for ground forces, and hence unlikely.

- **North Korea.** A major war on the Korean Peninsula would stress all force elements because of the size of North Korea’s military and the likely goal of removing the regime. Modernization would be relatively less important because of the obsolescence of North Korea’s weaponry. The Army would be particularly stressed in such a war. In fact, this scenario drives Army force size, especially if some long-term occupation of North Korea is needed.

- **Global terrorism.** Force demands are relatively low because, outside of Iraq and Syria, terrorists exist in small units, but the conflict is global and long term. They fall most heavily on special operations forces and intelligence, reconnaissance, and surveillance (ISR) assets. These low force demands assume continuation of the Obama administration’s policy of not building force structure for long-term stability operations. If that policy were changed, force demands, particularly for ground forces, would increase greatly because of the need to rotate forces over a long period.

DOD has mechanisms for combining these scenarios, for example, the long-standing construct of two major regional conflicts, so it does not focus on one to the exclusion of all others.

---

Nevertheless, the way the new administration constructs and combines scenarios will drive force requirements.

**Warfighting versus day-to-day presence demands.** In addition to the warfighting requirements described above, forces must meet day-to-day demands for ongoing conflicts, crisis response, partner/ally engagements, and forward deployments. Army units rotate into Europe and the Baltics to reassure European allies. The Navy deploys carrier battle groups and the Marine Corps deploys Marine Expeditionary Units for crisis response. Force levels in Afghanistan will be higher for longer than had been anticipated. The campaign against ISIS has generated what is, in effect, an air war with, more recently, a ground component as well. The world has not returned to a state of “peace” that the Obama administration had anticipated when it pledged a “responsible exit” from American involvement in Iraq and Afghanistan and to focus on nation building at home. Instead, the world appears to be in a state of persistent conflict that has demanded a continuing U.S. response.

Day-to-day demands are different from warfighting requirements in that they must be met in a way that is sustainable for the long term and without surge of reservists or personnel tempo. To do this, each service has its own process for building, training, and then deploying forces on a regular cycle. The services aim for a ratio of about 1:3, that is, one period deployed and three at home. Faster cycles are possible—some high-demand units currently have deployment rations of 1:2 and in a surge situation the services have cycles as fast as 1:1—but this creates stress on personnel, and surge cycles cannot be sustained indefinitely. Thus, on average it takes a base of four units to keep one deployed continuously, whether it is Navy carriers, Air Force squadrons, or Army Brigade Combat Teams (BCTs).

Demands for presence and crisis response increase operational tempo. Gen. Joseph Dunford, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, noted that, “As a result of sustained operational tempo and budget instability, today the military is challenged to meet operational requirements.”

Meeting the 355-ship objective would cost the Navy an average of about $26.6 billion (in 2017 dollars) annually for ship construction, which is more than 60 percent above the average amount the Congress has appropriated for that purpose over the past 30 years and 40 percent more than the amount appropriated for 2016. Leadership of all the services note the high level of operational demands and how current forces are not adequate to meet all those demands. DOD has a global force management process to prioritize force requests and allocate forces to meet them. The tension is that combatant commanders have no restrictions on their requests for forces and therefore a gap always exists between requests and the forces available to meet them.

---


5 For an excellent description of how force demands are generated, forces are allocated, and services cycle units through deployments, see Edward J. Filiberti, *Generating Military Capabilities* (Carlisle, PA: U.S. Army War College Press, 2016).
Readiness, modernization, and force structure. The presence/warfighting dichotomy feeds into a further tension, the tradeoff among readiness, modernization, and force structure. All are desirable. In an ideal world, forces would be highly ready, thoroughly modernized, and large enough to meet the demands of both surge warfighting and day-to-day presence/crisis response deployments. The largest proposed buildups, described in more detail in the next section, avoid these tradeoffs. However, resources are likely to be constrained, so some tradeoffs will be necessary. For example, readiness is highly desirable. However, as described in a later section, readiness is extremely expensive. The more readiness a service buys, the less modernization and force structure it can afford.

Force structure is important because forces, no matter how capable, can only be in one place at one time. Force structure is particularly important in meeting day-to-day demands for presence and crisis response because many of these missions do not require a lot of warfighting capability but do require forces to be forward deployed.

Modernization is especially needed to compete with great powers such as Russia and China. These high-end competitions, with the A2/AD environments that they entail, require advanced technologies such as stealth, long-range precision strike, and electronic warfare. Conversely, conflicts against regional powers like North Korea have less demand for these capabilities. Conflicts against global terrorism typically occur in permissive environments, at least for air and naval forces, where persistence is key.

Aircraft illustrate these different levels. A high-end conflict requires the stealth capabilities available in an F-35 or F-22 aircraft. In a regional conflict, the capabilities of a 4th+ generation fighter such as the F-18 E/F would be adequate, especially after the first few days when the adversary’s air defense network has been beaten down. Against global terrorists, where there is a low air threat, close air support aircraft like the A-10 and the proposed OA-X (see Air Force section for details), with their long loiter times and relatively low cost, are desirable.

The last administration often characterized these tradeoffs as capacity versus capability. Secretary Carter called for an emphasis on capability, even at the expense of capacity, because he regarded the high-end threats as paramount. Deputy Secretary Work explicitly made that recommendation to the incoming Trump administration: “If I had another $20 billion, I wouldn’t buy more force structure. I would really focus on cyber vulnerabilities, C4I (command, control, communications, computers and intelligence) [resiliency]… There’s a lot of things we would want to fix before I’d say let’s start growing the size of the force.” The Navy pushed back on that guidance, wanting to put more emphasis on capacity in order to meet day-to-day demands.

Strategists tend to focus on great power competition and are therefore drawn to high-end conflicts and the modernization necessary to conduct them. However, the press of day-to-day events, allied desires for engagement, and the need to respond rapidly to crises pushes against

---

such a strategy. As many experts point out, virtual presence is actual absence, and presence on the ground is needed for global leadership.\(^8\) For this reason, administrations often evolve toward a high/low mix in order to meet both demands.\(^9\)

Secretary Mattis has stated that rebuilding readiness is his top priority and that the FY 2017 and FY 2018 budgets reflected that, based on a "30-day Readiness Review." He has signaled that the FY 2019 budget and its five-year plan (Future Year Defense Program or "FYDP" in DOD language) will emphasize modernization. He is particularly cautious about force structure, noting, "We already know we face a dilemma between increasing personnel end strength and force structure on the one hand and investing in equipment as well as research and development on the other hand."\(^10\) General Dunford was similarly cautious in his reconfirmation hearing, saying, "I don’t see, in the near term, our ability to really grow the force."\(^11\) This implies that force expansion will be modest, and that forces may even shrink as bill payers for modernization and readiness. This would be a major change from the force expansion that the president had been indicating. The politics of making such a shift would be daunting, both internally with the military services and externally with defense hawks.

Kathleen Kicks, a senior vice president at CSIS, summarized the dilemma: "As long as the U.S. military is operationally engaged today, squeezing readiness and structure too tightly seems irrational, and investments for the future are the costs most easily deferred. Like a prisoner’s dilemma, defense strategists face the paradox that this is a worst-choice strategy for long-term U.S. military preeminence, but it is better than every other choice one can make when threats are judged imminent and our soldiers, sailors, airmen, and Marines are routinely in the field. One can nuance the edges of this dilemma, but for the most part, [the iron triangle of painful tradeoffs] forecloses radical changes in defense strategy."\(^12\)

**Nontraditional strategies.** As a candidate, President Trump criticized reductions in military forces and said he would "spend what [is] needed to rebuild our military," so that "our military dominance is unquestioned."\(^13\) As president he has continued to make such statements. As one of many examples: "We must give our sailors, soldiers, airmen, marines, and coastguardsmen


the tools, equipment, resources and training they need to get the job done, and get it done right—especially in these very dangerous times.”

Potentially disruptive is his often-stated desire to avoid overseas entanglements, restructure alliances, and put more responsibility onto our allies. This is part of a broader uncertainty about what an “America First” strategy actually entails.

So far, the administration’s actions have shown considerable continuity with past strategies of U.S. global leadership, rather than a major break, particularly when expressed by Secretaries Mattis and Rex Tillerson. Nevertheless, there is the possibility of a major change.

**Force structure proposals**

Defense hawks have not waited for a new strategic review to lay out their ideas about force structure. Senator McCain drove the defense debate by publishing a comprehensive plan for a defense buildup. His proposed force expansion would increase the Navy to 355 ships, the Marine Corps to 200,000 active duty personnel, the Army to 510,000, and add modern aircraft to the Air Force. In addition, the plan would fix readiness shortfalls, buy more modern equipment, modernize nuclear forces, expand efforts in cyber, missile defense and space, and develop innovative technologies. All this would cost a great deal of money, with the budget rising to $740 billion (“National Security” or 050) by FY 2022.

On May 22, the Trump administration published its FY 2018 budget proposals. Both McCain and Rep. Mac Thornberry (chairman of the House Armed Services Committee), the leading congressional hawks, criticized these proposals as inadequate. Senator McCain: “With a world on fire, America cannot secure peace through strength with just 3 percent more than President [Barack] Obama’s budget. We can and must do better.” Representative Thornberry: “While we cannot repair all of the damage done by those cuts in a single year, we can and should do more than [the president’s FY 2018] level of funding will allow.”

The table below shows how the different proposals play out in manpower levels, which are a first approximation of force structure size. The administration proposed a total increase of 10,800 over the FY 2017 authorized levels and 73,600 over what the Obama administration had

---


projected. However, the House Armed Services Committee (HASC) is 7,000 higher than the Trump administration levels and the Senate Armed Services Committee (SASC) 17,000 higher.

Table 1: FY 2017 Endstrength, Planned v. Request

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Endstrength</th>
<th>FY 2017 Authorized</th>
<th>FY 2018 Requested</th>
<th>Obama 2014 QDR</th>
<th>SASC</th>
<th>HASC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Army</td>
<td>476,000</td>
<td>476,000</td>
<td>450,000</td>
<td>481,000</td>
<td>486,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army National Guard</td>
<td>343,000</td>
<td>343,000</td>
<td>335,000</td>
<td>343,500</td>
<td>347,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army Reserve</td>
<td>199,000</td>
<td>199,000</td>
<td>195,000</td>
<td>199,500</td>
<td>202,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy</td>
<td>323,900</td>
<td>327,900</td>
<td>323,000</td>
<td>327,900</td>
<td>327,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy Reserve</td>
<td>58,000</td>
<td>59,000</td>
<td>58,800</td>
<td>59,500</td>
<td>59,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force</td>
<td>321,000</td>
<td>325,100</td>
<td>308,000</td>
<td>325,100</td>
<td>325,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air National Guard</td>
<td>105,700</td>
<td>106,600</td>
<td>104,000</td>
<td>106,600</td>
<td>106,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force Reserve</td>
<td>69,000</td>
<td>69,800</td>
<td>69,000</td>
<td>69,800</td>
<td>69,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Corps</td>
<td>185,000</td>
<td>185,000</td>
<td>182,100</td>
<td>186,000</td>
<td>185,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Corps Reserve</td>
<td>38,500</td>
<td>38,500</td>
<td>38,500</td>
<td>38,500</td>
<td>38,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2,119,100</td>
<td>2,129,900</td>
<td>2,056,300</td>
<td>2,136,900</td>
<td>2,147,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Endstrength = the number of service members on September 30 of the fiscal year.
Source: FY 2018 President's Budget Request; 2014 QDR and service FY 2015 budget briefings; HASC and SASC FY 2018 marks

Conservative think tanks have also proposed larger force structures.

- Heritage Foundation has proposed a large expansion: 50 regular Army brigades, about 350 Navy ships, 36 active duty Marine Corps battalions, 1,200 active duty Air Force fighter/attack aircraft.18 This built on Heritage’s detailed Index of U.S. Military Strength,19 which assessed the U.S. military’s ability to meet a requirement for two major wars. It rated Navy, Air Force, and nuclear capabilities as “marginal”; Army and Marine Corps capabilities as “weak.”

- The American Enterprise Institute (AEI) has similarly recommended a broad expansion of forces to cover a “three-theater” demand. This includes a total Army of 1,096,000, a Marine Corps of 202,000, and a Navy of 12 carrier battle groups/12 amphibious groups. It argued that “America’s deteriorating international position requires an urgent reinvestment in and expansion of U.S. military forces.” The recommended budget is 4

---

percent of GDP, about $80 billion above the Trump administration’s proposed FY 2018 budget.\textsuperscript{20}

The National Defense Panel, which reviewed the 2014 QDR, concluded that “The QDR force is not adequate to meet requirements.” It recommended a regular Army of not less than 490,000, a Navy of 323 to 346 ships, and a larger Air Force.\textsuperscript{21}

Five think tank teams participated in a force structure and budget exercise to recommend a military posture in 2027.\textsuperscript{22} Four—AEI, Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments (CSBA), Center for a New American Security (CNAS), and CSIS—expanded forces and increased the defense budget, though in different ways. CATO cut both substantially.

- AEI substantially expanded forces, consistent with its 2015 report \emph{To Rebuild America’s Military}, described above.

- CSBA proposed “a military second to none” but by adopting “leap-ahead” technologies and warfighting concepts, not legacy systems. This would expand the Army to 505,000 soldiers with more forward deployed in Europe and the Pacific and armed with longer-range fires. The Navy would shift to smaller combatants and longer-range fires and away from large platforms like carriers. The Air Force would also move toward long-range precision strike, using both manned and unmanned platforms.

- CNAS adopted a high/low mix approach but cut many legacy platforms. For example, the team increased procurement of Navy high-end destroyers and low-end small combatants but gradually retired aircraft carriers. Similarly, the team increased production of Air Force stealth fighters and retained more legacy fighters. The Army remained at the then-planned 450,000 but had more modernized equipment. The Maine Corps was cut 5 percent reflecting skepticism about the viability of amphibious warfare in an age of long-range precision strike. The team increased readiness to enhance forward deployments. The resulting budget was 2 percent over President’s Budget 2017.

- CSIS’s team also proposed a high/low mix of forces. As with CSBA, the high-end capabilities emphasized stealthy/submersible, long-range, unmanned, and distributed forces. The team also proposed that the strategy be “resource constrained.” Thus, the budget increased by only 1 percent excluding the recommended movement of enduring


\textsuperscript{22} Jacob Cohn, Ryan Boone, and Thomas Mahnken, eds., \emph{How Much Is Enough? Alternative Defense Strategies} (Washington, DC: Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments, 2016), http://csbaonline.org/research/publications/how-much-is-enough-alternative-defense-strategies. Note: for all the think tanks, the proposals represent the ideas of the team members and not the official position of the organizations.
warfighting costs from the war budget (Overseas Contingency Operations, or OCO) to the base budget.

- CATO rejected the current strategy of engagement and forward deployments and instead proposed a strategy of "restraint." This strategy disengaged from allies and forward deployments and implemented "a truly defensive defense strategy." Thus, it reduced the Army, Air Force, and Marine Corps by a third, the Navy relatively less, 25 percent, in order to retain the ability to deploy globally when needed. Reserves were reduced relatively less to maintain a surge capability. These changes cut $1.1 trillion out of the 10-year budgets 2018–2027.

Liberal/progressive groups have not entirely agreed. Fareed Zakaria, for example, argued against defense budget increases: "None of the difficulties the United States has faced over the past 25 years has been in any way because its military was too small or weak." Last year a coalition of progressive and libertarian groups recommended $38 billion in budget cuts but no force structure reductions.

Nevertheless, looking at the weight of opinion, one thing is clear: changes in the future will likely be on the up side because of a perceived gap between strategic needs and the forces available.

The next strategy review

The administration’s strategic review is under way. That review will lay out the administration’s view of threats, its strategy for meeting those threats, and the forces and budgets needed to implement the strategy. No public information is yet available about where the administration will come out on these key questions, and it may be next February before there is something official.

This strategy review will not be like the earlier Quadrennial Defense Reviews (QDRs). The 2017 National Defense Authorization Act changed the statutory requirements for the review, which will now produce a document called the National Defense Strategy (NDS). The NDS will be structured as guidance from the secretary to department (not as a public explanation of the administration’s plans and policies), presented to Congress as a classified document with an accompanying unclassified summary, and cover a shorter list of required topics than the QDRs. The exact nature of the information that will be publicly available is, therefore, uncertain.

---

A wide range of fiscal futures

As budgeteers like to say, “Visions without funding are hallucinations.” The future of military forces depends on the future of the budget, but the budget future is highly uncertain. Force expansion costs a lot more money. Secretary Mattis and General Dunford have identified 5 percent budget growth per year as the amount required to build needed capabilities.26

However, as my colleague Todd Harrison explains, such growth can only be obtained through some government-wide budget agreement that changes or eliminates the Budget Control Act (BCA), but such a deal has been elusive.27 Other budget experts, Mackenzie Eaglen and Katherine Blakely, express similar skepticism.28 Year-to-year budget compromises are unlikely to produce enough additional funding for major force expansion. Additional forces could be supported temporarily through OCO funding (the war funding), but that would not be a long-term solution and might not be acceptable to the administration or elements of the Congress.

Fiscal futures

The chart below shows different budget projections to give a sense of the great uncertainty.

---


The solid black line is the enacted budget level. The other lines are different budget projections. There are three clusters: green/high, yellow/medium, red/low.

“Gates 2012.” The top line is the Gates budget projection before the Budget Control Act of 2011. He regarded it at the time as the minimum required to execute the strategy, and defense hawks often refer to it as a goal.

“McCain plan.” This reflects the buildup that Senator McCain proposed in January 2017. The plan represented his recommendation to the new administration about what it should do in national security. The House Budget Committee projected a similar fiscal path, though without McCain’s program details behind it.

“Trump 9/2016.” This is the fiscal level implied by the president’s September 2016 speech. That speech was a major policy statement by then-candidate Trump. In it, he proposed an expanded force structure. CSIS used its Force Cost Calculator to estimate required budget levels. This is where many defense hawks thought the DOD budget would be after the election.

“Trump FY 2018.” For FY 2018 the Trump administration proposed an $18 billion increase over what the Obama administration had forecast and then projected that level through FY 2022. (This was described as a $54 billion increase, but that used the Budget Control Act level as a baseline.) The Trump administration was emphatic that this projection was a “nonpolicy” profile that would be changed as a result of the administration’s strategic reviews. In theory, it could be higher. However, it represents budget “facts on the ground,” and the department will, in effect, have to appeal to OMB for more resources.

“Obama 2017.” This is the projection in the FY 2017 budget, the last budget that the Obama administration produced. It represents the fiscal level that DOD had built forces and programs to pending new guidance from the Trump administration.

“BCA caps.” This represents the floor. These caps were established by the Budget Control Act and the failure of the Joint Committee to forge a long-term fiscal agreement. Successive budget compromises have modified the caps, but their continued existence has put a damper on any defense buildup.

An important observation is that projections show increases, reflecting a consensus that the nation needs to spend more on defense in the face of rising threats. This is evident in public polling, in the Congress, and in the administration’s projections. For example, both Pew and Gallop polling reveal sharp increases in public support for defense spending. The Pew graph below shows a sharp rise after 2010 with those now supporting increases (46 percent) being more than double those wanting decreases (20 percent).

---


Force implications

The table below translates some of the fiscal projections into specific force structures and—with one high, two medium, and one low budget level—gives a sense of the wide range of possible outcomes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BCA Caps (&quot;Sequestration&quot;)</th>
<th>Obama FY 2017 FYDP</th>
<th>Trump FY 2018</th>
<th>Trump Candidate (9/2016)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Army manpower (active/reserve)</td>
<td>421,000/498,000</td>
<td>450,000/530,000</td>
<td>476,000/542,000</td>
<td>540,000/[563,000]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army brigade combat teams (AC/RC)</td>
<td>53 (27/26)</td>
<td>58 (30/28)</td>
<td>61 (31/28)</td>
<td>68 (40/28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy carriers</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy ships</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force TacAir – total (4th/5th generation)</td>
<td>1,015 (668/347)</td>
<td>1,101 (699/402)</td>
<td>1,141 (739/402)</td>
<td>1,310 (837/473)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USMC manpower</td>
<td>175,000</td>
<td>180,000</td>
<td>185,000</td>
<td>242,000 (!)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The forces of the Obama FYDP reflect the fiscal projections that the Obama administration had in place when it left office. In some cases, the forces are below what the Obama administration had planned because its projected budgets were not adequate to support the planned forces.

The “Trump FY 2018” level reflects the implied forces that go with the Trump administration’s FY 2018 “nonpolicy” fiscal projection. The forces were developed using CSIS’s Force Cost Calculator, so it is illustrative, not an administration position. Nevertheless, it gives a sense of what forces might be supported if there were no change to the FY 2018 fiscal projection.

The Trump structure of September 2016 reflects the forces described in the president’s September 2016 speech when he was a candidate. The speech acknowledged the Heritage Foundation’s work. Therefore, these forces track closely the force structure that the Heritage Foundation proposed in a May 2016 paper, supplemented where necessary by CSIS interpretations of the paper’s intent. Forces in brackets are a CSIS calculation and not in the original description. The exclamation point for the Marine Corps reflects the fact that this would be a very large increase, far beyond what the Marine Corps itself has proposed.

Much, therefore, depends on the outcome of budget negotiations and the administration’s announced strategy. For descriptions about how all this comes out and insights into what it means, read next year’s paper, *U.S. Military Forces in the FY 2019 Budget*.
Overview of Military Services

In the absence of comprehensive strategic guidance, the services have struggled to balance capacity and capability, and readiness/modernization/force structure. Secretary Carter and Deputy Secretary Work in the Obama administration had clearly set a priority for capability and modernization. That emphasis was seen in the “Third Offset” initiative, which sought enhance capabilities against high-end adversaries such as China and Russia. However, the increased demands for combat forces in the Middle East and for forward deployments in Europe and Asia have pushed the services to prioritize readiness and force structure in order to meet these immediate demands. Indeed, all the services argue that high operational demand puts a floor on their size.

A structural effect of the high day-to-day demand for forces is that all units (except nuclear and a few highly specialized units) must be available for routine deployment. Pulling some units out of the deployment cycle would put too much pressure on the others. That means that units cannot be too highly specialized, for example, only suitable for major conflicts, or only focused on particular geographic regions. Proposals by various post–Cold War analysts to convert general-purpose units into specialized units for specific missions have not been feasible as a result.32

It also means that the services have not been able to create experimental units that only test new warfighting concepts and equipment. Instead, the services have had to use regular forces that periodically deploy overseas and execute conventional missions.

---

32 One illustrative and highly publicized proposal came from Thomas Barnett. He proposed two different types of forces: ‘system administrators’ that focused on day-to-day forward presence and crisis response and ‘the Leviathan’ that focused on fighting major conflicts. See, for example, Thomas Barnett, The Pentagon’s New Map (New York: Berkley Books, 2004). There were many others.
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Table 2: Army – Regular and Civilians

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Regular Army</th>
<th>Civilian Full-Time Equivalents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brigade Combat Teams</td>
<td>Endstrength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY2017 Authorized</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>476,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY2018 Proposed</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>476,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Army – National Guard and Reserve

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Army National Guard</th>
<th>Army Reserve</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brigade Combat Teams</td>
<td>Endstrength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY2017 Authorized</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>343,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY2018 Proposed</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>343,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Figures are for end of fiscal year.

The Army ended its postwar drawdown in 2016. Instead of declining to a total endstrength of 980,000, the Army bottomed out at 1,015,385 in FY 2016 and in FY 2017 came up slightly to 1,018,000. The FY 2018 request maintains that level. This is consistent with the broader DOD strategy of rebuilding readiness before expanding the force, a strategy also expressed by General Milley, Army chief of staff, in his annual posture statement.\textsuperscript{33}

The Regular Army maintains 31 Brigade Combat Teams (BCTs) and 11 Combat Aviation Brigades (CABs) with no change from FY 2017 to FY 2018. The Army National Guard will maintain its current force of 26 BCTs and 8 Combat Aviation Brigades (CABs) through 2018. The Army Reserve, which consists mostly of support units (“enablers”), retains two Theater Aviation Brigades (TABS) and holds an endstrength of 199,000 in FY 2018.

The Army has used the additional endstrength above QDR 2014 planned levels in several ways:\(^{34}\)

- Retaining units to be inactivated. Thus, the brigade in Alaska, which the Army had planned to reduce to a battalion task force, will be retained as a BCT. The combat aviation brigade in Korea will be retained, as well some smaller support units.
- Creating new units. The Army will activate its first two security force assistance brigades (of a planned six) as well as some smaller support units. The brigades are designed to “train, advise, and assist” foreign forces in both peace and war and replace the ad hoc efforts used previously. They will also sustain the lessons learned of stability operations even as the Army as a whole reorients toward high-end conflicts.
- Increasing the manning of existing units. This can greatly improve readiness as units do not need to be cross leveled before deploying, that is, have shortfalls filled with personnel from other units, thereby disrupting several units in a cascade effect.
- Adding personnel to the support base.

The Army continues its reorganization of BCTs begun in 2014. Under the reorganization, the Army will add a third maneuver battalion to infantry and armored brigades, which recently had only two. (Stryker brigades already had three maneuver battalions.) This reorganization makes brigades larger and more flexible, but reduces the number.

Finally, the Army continues implementing its plan to convert one infantry BCT into an armored BCT, resulting in a total of 14 IBCTs, 10 ABCTs, and 7 SBCTs in the regular force and 19, 5, and 2, respectively, in the Guard. This infantry-to-armor shift arises from renewed tensions with Russia, described below, and a focus on near-peer conflicts unlike the counterinsurgency campaigns of the last 16 years.

The future size of the Army

Army officials still believe that the Army is too small. In July, General Milley said: "Based on the tasks that are required, I believe that we need a larger Army. And I know others, my teammates on the Joint Staff, also think the same of the Navy, Air Force and Marines, because of the tasks that are required. It’s not just some arbitrary number. We’ve done the analysis and we think we need to be bigger. And we need to be stronger and more capable." There is no similar statement in General Milley’s May posture statement—the focus there is on readiness—but the Army’s unfunded requirements list, submitted to the Congress every year specifying what the Army would do with additional money, asks for 14,000 more soldiers (10,000 regulars, 4,000 National Guard, 3,000 Army Reserve). So the stridency of previous years is gone, likely because the recent endstrength increases, but the same message is still there.

Even with the recent manpower increase, the Army has justification for its concern about size. In 2001, just as the wars were beginning, the Army’s strength was 482,000 in the Regular Army, 352,000 in the Army National Guard, and 205,000 in the Army Reserve, for a total of 1,039,000. The Army’s current total is 1,018,000. So the Army will be 21,000 soldiers smaller coming out of the wars than going into them. However, it is not clear that the world will put fewer demands on the Army. In 2001 the Army was quite stressed by deployments to Bosnia, Kosovo, and Kuwait when added to the usual overseas deployments in Korea and across the globe. Postwar demand for deployments appears to be at least as high.

The earlier discussion about budgets and forces shows the wide range of possible Army end strength, from 450,000 to 540,000 for the regular Army and commensurate ranges for the Army Guard and Army Reserve. The Army chief of staff stated a tentative target of 540,000–550,000 for the regular force, 350,000–355,000 for the National Guard, and 205,000–209,000 for the Reserve—consistent with the president’s target, but far in the future. Instead, he has proposed a gradual increase of 7,000 soldiers per year in the regular force. He has been

emphatic that endstrength should not grow beyond what can be fiscally supported over the long term.\(^{38}\)

His caution is prudent because endstrength is expensive. Since 2001, pay per service member grew about 50 percent in constant dollars.\(^{39}\) As a result, it takes more money to support the same number of soldiers and even more to expand the force. (Todd Harrison’s *Analysis of the FY 2017 Budget* covers personnel costs in depth.)

**Balance of regular and Guard/reserve forces**

Tensions between regulars and reservists have existed since the beginning of the Republic. The different components have different perspectives, histories, and cultures, so the resulting tensions are a challenge to be managed, not solved. This is particularly an issue for the Army because it has, by far, the largest reserve component, in both relative and absolute terms. For example, 53 percent of the total Army is in the reserve components, but only 35 percent of the total Air Force, 18 percent of the total Marine Corps, and 15 percent of the total Navy. Its reserve components are twice the size of all the other reserve components put together (in FY 2017, 542,000 versus 272,200).

As the graph below shows, the institution of the All Volunteer Force in 1973, which raised the cost of military personnel, and simultaneous end of the draft, which cut off an easy supply of active duty personnel, caused the ratio to shift toward the reserves. The ratio returned to parity with the increase in the regular force during the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, but has returned to what appears to be a strategically stable level. Whether this is fiscally sustainable remains to be seen. Instead of growing either, the Army, and DOD in general, have turned to contractors, as discussed in a later section.

---


39 Robert F. Hale, statement before the Senate Armed Services Committee, Subcommittee on Personnel, *Hearing on Active, Guard, Reserve and Civilian Personnel Programs*, 112th Cong., 2nd sess., March 28, 2012. Hale said, “Since 2001, the cost of military and pay and benefits has grown by over 87 percent (30 percent more than inflation), while Active Duty end strength has grown by about three percent.” Calculations vary depending on treatment of accruals for TRICARE and retirement, the mobilization of reservists, and personnel costs in war funding but all methods show large cost increases.
Tensions between the components peak during drawdowns when difficult tradeoffs must be made. Thus, there was a crisis in the late 1990s during the post–Cold War drawdown and another in 2014 during the post-Iraq/Afghanistan drawdown. The recent budget increases, and the commission described below, have eased tensions in the near term.

National Commission on the Future of the Army. As a result of the 2014 tensions, Congress created the National Commission on the Future of the Army. The commission looked broadly at all the components and the total Army’s needs, reported its findings in January 2016, and made a total of 63 recommendations. The most important recommendations were as follows:

- Consider all components as part of a “Total Army.”
- Retain 11 Combat Aviation Brigades (CABs) in the Regular Army, with one forward-stationed in Korea.
- Increase Armored Brigade Combat Team (ABCT) capacity, with one forward-stationed in Europe.
- Retain four battalions of Apaches (with 18 aircraft each) in the Army National Guard.
- Maintain a minimum total Army endstrength of 980,000 soldiers.
- Encourage the creation of a true “Total Force” by establishing and incentivizing assignments across all three components and within multicomponent units, as well as beginning a pilot program that allows recruiters to recruit individuals into any Army component.
- Assess ways, and associated costs, to reduce or eliminate force structure shortfalls.

---

The Army accepted nearly all the recommendations and that seems to have eased tensions among the Army components. The Army leadership now talks about a total Army of a million in its public statements, not just the 476,000 in the Regular Army. The Army is creating multicomponent units and building the additional ACBT, as described earlier.

The Army had expressed concern about paying for all the recommendations, particularly the recommendation to buy additional Apache helicopters and to maintain the 11th CAB in the Regular Army in Korea. Thus, the Army put some recommendations onto its unfunded requirements list but, with a rebounding defense budget and the availability of OCO, the Congress was able to provide some additional funds without the Army having to make large internal cuts. Nevertheless, fully implementing the helicopter recommendations has required some tradeoff of UH-60s for AH-64s, and the timeline for force restructuring will extend into the late 2020s.

An operational reserve. As a result of these and other initiatives, the readiness of the Army’s reserve components is improving. The number of National Guard rotations to CTCs will increase from 2 to 4. The increased unit manning, described earlier, is particularly important for the reserves because under-manning in units caused significant disruption during the mobilizations of the 2000s. To fill shortfalls in one unit, the reserve units had to pull personnel from other units. Then these units became even more undermanned. When these units were called in their turn, they needed yet more personnel. The cascading effect severely reduced the responsiveness of reserve component units. The National Guard plans to bring manning of its most urgent units to 118 percent, which will greatly improve their readiness to deploy.41

The reserve components can thus maintain their status as an operational reserve. On average about 18,000 Army reservists and Guardsmen are mobilized at any time, mainly supporting operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. With high force demands on the Army continuing, this level of mobilization will likely persist indefinitely.

So the sharp public disagreements of three years ago have ceased, at least for the moment. Of course, tensions between the Regular Army and the reserve components could return if budgets become tight again.

Europe, Russia, and the European Reassurance Initiative (ERI)

The big change in Army warfighting requirements continues to be the need to defend the Baltic states and eastern Europe against possible Russian aggression. Unlike Ukraine, which Russia also threatens, the Baltics and most of Eastern Europe are members of NATO, and Article 5 states that an attack on one NATO state is an attack on all. President Trump confirmed this commitment, after some hesitation, in June.42 Meeting this commitment entails preparing for high-end ground combat very unlike the regional conflicts and stability operations that the

---

Army has conducted for a generation. This reorientation affects all elements of the Army: forces, doctrine, and acquisition.

As in the Cold War, the challenge is great. RAND’s extensive wargaming of a Baltic invasion concluded, “the outcome was, bluntly, a disaster for NATO. Russian forces . . . were at the gates of or actually entering Riga, Tallinn, or both between 36 and 60 hours after the start of hostilities.”43 Assessments continue to be grim. A recent brigade report noted a wide variety of gaps—“underequipped, undermanned, inadequately organized”—stemming from the fact that many reinforcing units would be infantry that lack the heavy firepower needed to confront Russian armor.44 The threat has even made its way into fiction, with a recent book (2017 War With Russia, by Gen. Sir Richard Shirreff) about a Russian invasion of the Baltics and NATO’s struggle to respond.45

To meet this challenge, the Army is returning to Europe in a major way, and there is a “Back to the Future” tone to the discussion, echoing the circumstances of the Cold War.

ERI is the primary mechanism for getting the Army back to Europe. ERI was established in the FY 2015 budget “to reassure allies of the U.S. commitment to their security and territorial integrity as members of the NATO Alliance.”46 The money was mostly for exercises and troop rotations to Europe, the bulk going to the Army but with some going to the Air Force and Navy. Although ERI was originally planned to be a one-time activity, it has been funded every year since then and now represents a long-term commitment, despite residing in OCO.

The president’s FY 2018 budget proposes to increase ERI funding to $4.8 billion, up from $3.4 billion in FY 2017 and way up from the original $1 billion in FY 2015. Further, ERI is now described as “deterrence” of Russia, not just “reassurance” of allies.47

ERI funds dozens of training events and exercises, including a major, multinational exercise “Saber Guardian” held in July and, in FY 2018, an annual reinforcement exercise “Swift Response” (reminiscent of the old REFORGER exercise series). In addition to training and exercises, ERI funds another year of rotation of Army ABCTs to Europe from the United States. With the two existing brigades in Europe, there will thus be a total of three U.S. BCTs on the continent at all times. The initiative will also continue expansion of the equipment sets in Europe to a full division and, somewhat controversially, fund a long-term program of upgrades to existing armored vehicles—M1A2 Abrams tanks, M2 Bradley Fighting Vehicles, M109A7 Paladin artillery, and Stryker armored fighting vehicles—plus procurement of the new Armored Multi-

Purpose Vehicle (AMPVs). Finally, it will fund the rotation of a division headquarters to Europe and infrastructure improvements to facilitate a surge of forces, if required.48

Although this substantially increases U.S. presence and combat capability in Europe, it still falls short of the forces that would be necessary to slow or stop a Russian invasion. A study by CSIS put the rapid surge requirement to deter Russian aggression at 13 U.S. and NATO brigades.49

The force requirement is driven by the choice of objectives: whether to deter, slow, or defeat a possible Russian invasion. Until that objective is resolved, the debate about how much is enough in the Baltics will continue.

General Milley has often stated his concern about Army readiness to fight this kind of high-end conflict, foreseeing that the Army would be "outgunned, outranged, and outdated on a future battlefield with near-peer competitors."50

A conflict in the Baltics would be vastly different not only from the counterinsurgency campaigns of Iraq and Afghanistan but also from the conventional theater campaigns of Desert Storm in 1991 and Operation Iraqi Freedom in 2003. Indeed, it would look like old Cold War scenarios on the inter-German border—with NATO outnumbered facing massive adversary firepower—though on a much smaller scale and with lower stakes (defense of NATO’s periphery versus defense of NATO’s heartland). To gain insight into how a high-end conflict might play out in the near term, the Army is looking at contemporary combat in the Ukraine and even to the 1973 Yom Kippur War.51 For the long term the Army has research projects looking out to 2035 and even to 2050.

Modernization—the future force

As other CSIS analyses have shown, Army modernization declines sharply in postwar periods but then rebounds as a new steady state is established.52 Thus, Army procurement and RDT&E funding are now in the recovery phase after postwar lows if the FY 2018 budget is passed at or above the president’s request. (All figures below in FY 2018 dollars.53)
The Army's procurement request for FY 2018 is $21.2 billion, including OCO. Although this is down substantially from the wars’ high point in 2008 of $79 billion, it is higher than the level has been in five years, higher than the level in 2000 before the wars began ($14.5 billion), and substantially higher than levels during the procurement holidays of the 1990s (averaging about $12 billion per year). This is nearly back to the long-term Army average level ($23 billion).

Similarly, the RDT&E request of $9.5 billion is down from a wartime high of $12.4 billion in FY 2008 but higher than it has been for five years and higher than the low level of the late 1990s, which averaged $7.4 billion. It is slightly above the long-term Army average level ($9 billion).

Looked at broadly, Army modernization continues to be a classic good-news, bad-news story: the good news (beyond recovery of historical funding levels) is that over the last 10 years the Army was able to use war funding to replace a lot of its aging equipment, especially the equipment required for stability operations. The bad news is that the Army does not have a new generation of systems in development to take it into the 2020s and beyond and for conventional combat against twenty-first-century threats. It was hit by a “triple whammy”: modernization funding reductions, a focus on near-term systems for current operations, and a missed procurement cycle due to program failures.54

The good news

Going into the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, the Army had very old equipment as a result of the procurement holiday of the 1990s when the Army was putting its money toward maintaining personnel and living off the inventories of the Cold War. Its truck fleet averaged 20 years old; its helicopters were aging. War funding changed that for four reasons.

- The Army was able to get war funding to pay for its reorganization from a division-based structure to a brigade-based structure (called “modularity”).
- All the Army’s combat losses were replaced one-for-one with new equipment, irrespective of the age of the lost equipment. That meant that if, for example, the Army lost a UH-60A, the replacement was a modern UH-60L or M model. Further, the loss did not have to be catastrophic. If, on return to the United States, equipment was judged not economically repairable, then it was disposed of and replaced.
- All returning equipment was repaired or “reset” to a high (“10/20”) standard with war funds.
- The Congress has frequently used war funding for nonwar uses. For example, the Congress has added billions of dollars for reserve equipment that would otherwise have been purchased out of the Army’s base budget.

54 McCormick and Hunter, The Army Modernization Imperative.
Thus, the Army has bought tens of thousands of trucks, thousands of fighting vehicles, and hundreds of aircraft outside of its normal budget. A Stimson Center study\textsuperscript{55} examined the service procurements during the period 2000–2010 and found that “the Army has a much larger inventory than it envisioned, sooner than it had planned.” For example, the Army had planned to buy 1,806 Bradleys but ended up buying 4,372; Strykers, planned 2,000, actually procured 4,000; similar procurements occurred with Abrams tanks, HMMWVs, and support vehicles. These were, however, procurements of existing designs, not new systems.

The bad news

The bad news is that the Army does not have a long-term modernization program in place for the 2020s and beyond. Instead, it has well-established upgrade programs for many existing systems: the Abrams tank (M1A2SEPv3), the Bradley fighting vehicle (M2A4), the Stryker fighting vehicle (Double V-Hull), the Paladin self-propelled howitzer (M109 PIM), the Patriot missile system (PAC-3 Missile Segment Enhancement), the UH-60 Blackhawk (M model), the AH-64 Apache (E model), and the CH-47 Chinook (F model, with future Block 2). These programs run smoothly, produce equipment at known costs and on predictable schedules, and avoid acquisition scandals that in the past embarrassed the Army in front of the Congress and the public.

The Army has not been successful—in fact, it has been spectacularly unsuccessful—in establishing the next generation of systems. All told, the Army had 22 programs canceled during the period 1995–2010 at a cost of $32 billion with little to show for the investment. An Army report concluded: “Broadly it can be said that the Army has not succeeded as an institution . . . with its acquisition investment strategy.”\textsuperscript{56} These failures cost the Army a modernization generation.

The lack of focus on modernization has deep cultural roots. Whereas the Navy and Air Force man equipment, the Army equips manpower.\textsuperscript{57} Therefore, historically it has prioritized force structure and readiness above modernization. Procurement and RDT&E are 20 percent of the Army’s FY 2018 base budget proposal but 39 percent of the Navy’s and 47 percent of the Air Force’s.

Current actions to modernize the force

Given where it is, the Army is sensibly plugging its most serious capability gaps with near-term, lower-cost systems, upgrading the major systems it has, and exploring, but not committing to, major new programs. All these initiatives are aimed at improving the Army’s capabilities in high-end conflicts, with a specific focus on Russia. As CSIS acquisition experts Andrew Hunter and


Rhys McCormick point out, focusing on capabilities through upgrades rather than developing major new systems avoids the technical and political risk of relying on a few, costly, high-profile programs. However, even these low-risk initiatives will take time, in some cases a lot of time, to actually field new capabilities.

**Plugging gaps.** In the near term, there are only two new platforms in the Army modernization program.

- **Joint Light Tactical Vehicle (JLTV),** an armored light truck replacement for the HMMWV, is in full-rate production. However, current plans call for the JLTV to replace only half the HMMWVs, so the Army will need to either increase the buy or extend the life of the HMMWVs.

- **Armored Multi-Purpose Vehicle (AMPV),** a replacement for the M113 family of tracked vehicles, begins production in the FY 2018 budget. Consistent with the theme of using existing systems, the AMPV is, essentially, a turretless Bradley, developed after several failures to field a new ground combat vehicle.

**Upgrades.** Several important upgrade programs are under way:

- **Active protection to tanks and, perhaps, other combat vehicles.** Already fielded on Israeli tanks, these systems intercept antitank missiles in flight. The Army is currently testing potential systems.

- **A 30mm gun for the Stryker combat vehicle,** specifically designed to counter Russian armored vehicles. Testing appears to have been successful, though fielding has not yet begun.

- **Development of a long-range precision missile as a replacement for the ATACMs missile,** which is fired from existing MLRS/HIMARS launchers.

**New capabilities.** Finally, the Army is conducting tests and experiments for new capabilities.

- **The Army is looking at options to upgrade its short-range air defenses,** an idea that came from the National Commission and many others. During the Cold War, the Army had extensive force structure dedicated to short-range air defense to protect its forces against any enemy aircraft that got through the U.S. Air Force fighter screen. However, after the Cold War, these units were mostly deactivated with only a few left in the Army National Guard. The new threat is not so much enemy aircraft but cruise missiles and UAVs. Many prospective adversaries have such capabilities, and the Army has few defenses.

- **The Army is also developing electronic warfare systems, precision munitions,** and a variety of other technologies. More exotically, Pacific Command (PACOM) head Adm.

---

Harry Harris and others\textsuperscript{59} have suggested that the Army develop an antiship capability for Multiple-Launch Rocket System (MLRS)/High Mobility Artillery Rocket System (HIMARS), but only a few experiments have been conducted so far.

- A next-generation combat vehicle program—greatly desired by the armored community—is still in the demonstrator phase, previous efforts having failed to produce a viable program.

After years of shrinkage, the Navy is growing as new ships are delivered, particularly the numerous littoral combat ships (LCSs) and DDG-51 destroyers. (Rightly or wrongly, the ship count is often used as a measure of Navy capacity.) The Navy projects that it will hit 292 ships by the end of FY 2018, up from its low point of 275 in 2016. Long-term plans had envisioned fleet size rising to about 310 in the 2020s before declining to the 290s after that. These projections are uncertain now with discussion of building a much larger fleet (next section). The Navy has not published a long-term shipbuilding plan for the FY 2018 budget.

---

61 PAA stands for Primary Authorized Aircraft, that is, aircraft in units; data from U.S. Department of the Navy, *Highlights of the Department of the Navy FY 2017 Budget*, Figure 21, Section 3-7, 2016, http://www.secnav.navy.mil/fmc/fmb/Documents/17pres/Highlights_book.pdf.
As a reflection of this increased size, the Navy again has 11 carrier strike groups with delivery of the *Ford (CVN-78)*, and will increase its active duty endstrength, reserve endstrength, and civilian workforce.

Numerically, all these fleet sizes—275, 290, 310—are far below the level of the "600 ship" Navy of the 1980s. Yet, as the chart on tonnage shows, today’s fleet has half the number of ships of 1988, but it is about 78 percent of the tonnage. The reason is that contemporary ships are much larger than their earlier counterparts. Today’s DDG-51 destroyer (Flight III) weighs 9,800 tons,
twice the tonnage of a 1980s Charles F. Adams class destroyer and four times the size of a World War II Fletcher class destroyer (2,500 tons). Indeed, the DDG-51 has the tonnage of a World War II cruiser.

Despite its slowly increasing size, the Navy is feeling a lot of stress. The average number of ships deployed has remained at the current 100 for two decades even though the number of ships has declined over time and the length of deployments has lengthened.64 Last summer, for example, the Navy surged two carriers in the Mediterranean for the first time since 2003 in order to conduct the air war against ISIS.

Theater commanders say they only receive about half of their requests for Navy ships.65 The Navy in response says that it would need a fleet of 450 ships to fully meet the theater requests.66 Because these theater requests are not resource constrained, it is unsurprising that the requests greatly exceed what is available.

Nevertheless, this shortfall engenders a concern that the Navy is too small for the tasks that it is being asked to perform. Highly publicized gaps, such as the intermittent lack of a carrier in the Middle East, reinforce this perception.67 The need to deploy to Europe, a theater that had been largely ignored since the end of the Cold War, adds to demands.

As a result, the Navy feels the presence/warfighting tension more acutely than other services. It appears, for example, in the initial guidance from the new Secretary of the Navy Richard Spencer: “The Department of the Navy will . . . deliver combat ready Naval forces to win conflicts and wars while maintaining security and deterrence through sustained forward presence.”68 In other words, the Navy will do both, apparently with equal emphasis. Secretary Carter argued for “capability” and warfighting and clashed with Secretary of the Navy Ray Mabus who favored numbers and capacity. Indeed, many naval strategists, such as Bryan McGrath of the Hudson Institute, argue that “size matters”: “‘Freedom of the seas’, a concept that is essential to both the security and prosperity of the United States and all other trading nations . . . is overwhelmingly associated with being there, which is a function of numbers (capacity).” 69

---

The size of the Navy

This was the year of Navy force structure assessments. The president, the Navy, and many think tanks weighed in on what the size of the Navy should be. These assessments all skew high because of the deteriorated strategic environment and continuing demands for robust forward presence. Older, skeptical assessments from progressive and libertarian organizations (Project on Defense Alternatives, 230 ships, 2012; Sustainable Defense Task Force, 240 ships, 2010; Cato, 241 ships, 2010), wary of global intervention and therefore of a large Navy, have been pushed aside.

Table 5: Recommendations for Size of the Navy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Ships</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>President Trump and Heritage (2017)</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy Force Structure Assessment (2016)</td>
<td>355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy Project Team</td>
<td>321 (+136 unmanned)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center for Strategic and Budget Assessment (2017)</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MITRE (2017)</td>
<td>414</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

President Trump and Heritage Foundation. In September 2016, as noted earlier, then-candidate Trump described his force structure vision for the military, which included a 350-ship Navy with 12 carrier battle groups. As president, Trump reiterated this goal, stating, "I just spoke with Navy and industry leaders and have discussed my plans to undertake a major expansion of our entire Navy fleet, including having the 12-carrier Navy we need."71

Navy Force Structure Assessment (FSA). The Navy conducts an FSA every few years to determine its force-structure goal. The 2016 assessment set a force level of 355 ships, replacing the 2015 308-ship goal. This reflected the rising demands on the fleet as well as the political reality that the Navy could not have a goal that was below what the president said was necessary. The Navy’s analysis considers capabilities needed for both warfighting and day-to-day forward-deployed presence. The resulting structure adds ships across the board but particularly submarines and high-end combatants. However, the Navy acknowledged that the assessment was independent of budgets and industrial capacity.72

The Congress directed three studies of Navy force structure, one by the Navy itself and two by independent organizations.73 The independent studies were done by the Center for Strategic
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and Budgetary Analyses (CSBA) and MITRE, a federally funded research and development center.

**Navy Project Team.** This “think piece” was different from the official FSA. It proposed a 321-ship fleet with smaller carriers in addition to the supercarriers, more submarines with the Virginia Payload Module, and a large frigate instead of LCS. Organizing concepts were “distributed Fleet lethality, electromagnetic maneuver warfare, and distributed, agile logistics.” Most striking is their proposal for 136 unmanned ships for surface and subsurface operations. (These 136 vessels are not included in the 321-ship count.)

CSBA.** CSBA’s architecture envisioned a fleet of 340 ships (382 ships if small patrol craft are included). The fleet added small carriers in addition to the 12 large carriers, emphasized small surface combatants over large, and reduced the number of amphibious ships because of their perceived vulnerability. Like the Navy Project Team, CSBA’s proposal called for large numbers of unmanned ships for surface, subsurface, and vehicle transport operations.

MITRE.** MITRE proposed a 414-ship fleet, which it recognized was unaffordable. The fleet had a mix of platforms—“exquisite (i.e., high), capable (i.e., moderate), and expendable (i.e., low)—to meet both presence and warfighting needs at affordable cost. It proposed novel high-end capabilities such as a magazine ship and added ballistic missile defense to existing ships. It deemphasized large carriers because of their vulnerability and proposed smaller carriers. It continued production of SSN’s but proposed diesel submarines to complement the nuclear submarine force.

Whatever fleet architecture is ultimately selected, affordability of an expanded fleet will be a challenge. The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) concluded: “[M]eeting the 355-ship objective would cost the Navy an average of about $26.6 billion (in 2017 dollars) annually for ship construction, which is more than 60 percent above the average amount the Congress has appropriated for that purpose over the past 30 years and 40 percent more than the amount appropriated for 2016.” Operating costs would increase by $38 billion or 67 percent. The Congressional Research Service came to similar conclusions.

Recognizing the tension between affordability and the need to field higher numbers, the Navy is considering “extending the planned service lives to reach 40 years for all ships.” Although such an extension would increase maintenance costs somewhat, it would substantially decrease shipbuilding costs, especially in the near term. The Navy is also assessing the feasibility of reactivating the remaining eight FFG-7s, which have been retired but not disposed of.
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Gaps between available forces and requirements have also generated interest in “federated” approaches, that is, having allies and partners contribute niche capabilities so that the whole has a coherent set of capabilities.79

**Navy shipbuilding—the future fleet**

The Navy is planning to construct nine ships in FY 2018, the same number as in FY 2017: one carrier (authorized in FY 2018 but with funding spread over 8+ years), two DDG-51 destroyers, two SSN-775 submarines, and two auxiliaries (one fleet tanker and one salvage and rescue ship). This is a relatively small number considering the discussion of fleet expansion (about 12–14 ships a year would be needed to build toward a fleet of 350) but consistent with Secretary Mattis’s plans to focus FY 2017 and FY 2018 on readiness. Further, the Navy appears to be focusing on existing platforms rather than developing new ship classes as some of the force structure analyses recommended. The reason is to get ships built quickly, without the delay and risk of development programs.80

**Aircraft carriers**

*Carriers are dinosaurs. No, carriers have unparalleled versatility and warfighting capabilities.*

The debate never goes away. New this year is strong support for carriers from the president and a small deck carrier alternative. The following summarizes the debate:

Supporters of big deck carriers point out their many strengths.81

- Versatility. Carriers carry many different aircraft—from strike to air defense to antisubmarine warfare to reconnaissance and surveillance—and therefore can conduct a wide range of missions. Thus, the reason for the classic presidential question during a crisis: where are the carriers?

- Sovereignty. Carriers are “90,000 tons of American sovereignty.” They do not require permission from another country to conduct operations, as would be the case for land-...
based fighter/attack aircraft. This gives the United States great latitude in conducting its national security policy.

- Defenses. Carriers are heavily defended in all dimensions—air, sea, underwater—with both organic capabilities and those of its escorts.

Opponents don’t dispute these strengths but raise concerns about carriers’ value and survivability in the future.82

- High cost. The ship alone costs $12 billion, and the carrier battle group costs perhaps $35 billion when aircraft and escorts are included. This limits resources available to build other capabilities.

- Vulnerability. Prospective adversaries have increasingly quiet submarines and long-range antiship missiles, both of which threaten carriers. The Chinese DF–21D has particularly caught analysts’ attention because it seems specifically designed to kill U.S. carriers.

- Small numbers. Even powerful ships can only be in one place at one time. Because of their high cost and long deployment cycles, only two to three carriers can routinely be deployed at any time.

The carrier’s future is a critical question for the Navy because, since World War II, most of its force structure and operations have been built around the carriers.

New this year is a revived interest in smaller carriers. The McCain, MITRE, and CSBA alternative fleets included such a ship, and the new secretary of the navy, Richard Spencer, indicated an openness to studying such ships.83 Interest in small carriers has been intermittent for decades as a low-cost alternative to the large supercarriers. In the 1970s, such a small carrier made it into the Navy five-year program as a “sea control ship,” but the program was canceled before any were built. Such carriers have always foundered on their lack of efficiency, that is, the cost of putting aircraft to sea decreases as the size of the ship increases, so large carriers always had the advantage. Further, there was a high upfront cost to design and build the first small carrier.84

The availability of the America-class helicopter carrier and the rise of A2/AD environments have revived interest in small carriers. The America-class, although designed as amphibious ships, have many of the attributes desired in a small carrier: a large flight deck, a hangar deck, and a procurement cost about one-third of a Ford-class supercarrier.85 The design eliminated well decks to enhance aviation capability, particularly to make it a better platform for F-35Bs. With
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modest additional changes, it might make an effective aviation platform, particularly for expeditionary missions not involving A2/AD environments. However, to carry the full scope of naval aviation, like airborne early warning, the ship would require catapults and arresting gear, entailing a much more extensive redesign.

Further, the threat to carriers from an A2/AD environment has raised concerns about putting so much naval capability in just 11 platforms. The Navy’s response, and the U.S. military’s response in general, is to move to distributed operations with many connected platforms. A smaller carrier could contribute to distributed operations through higher numbers. Whether this smaller concept gets traction remains to be seen. It’s an uphill battle with a long history of failure.

Irrespective of views about the carriers, there is a broad consensus that the short range of modern carrier aviation is a problem. From the 1950s through to the 1980s, the average range of carrier aviation was about 1,000 miles. Now it is about half that. The F-35, for whatever other capabilities it brings, will increase the carrier’s strike range only a little. It is possible to use aerial tankers to extend range but that assumes an environment benign enough for vulnerable tankers to survive in.86

For the kinds of operations the United States has been conducting since World War II, carriers appear to be worth their high cost, at least as the political process has judged since the United States has continued to build carriers. Their usability in a conflict with a peer competitor, however, is the great uncertainty. This will not be resolved short of an outright conflict. Thus, the debate will continue without resolution until some naval event clarifies the situation.

Also new this year is the possibility of accelerated carrier construction. President Trump has recommended 12 carrier battle groups, and the Navy’s 355-ship force structure also envisions 12 carriers. Because of the long construction time for carriers (about a decade), it would take many years, indeed decades, to get to this higher level. The first step would be to accelerate construction to one carrier every four years, perhaps authorizing several carriers at the same time to save time and money.87 This was done in the 1980s with CVNs-72 and 73.

No change to carrier construction was announced in the FY 2017 and FY 2018 budgets, but this is not surprising since those were focused on rebuilding readiness in near-term requirements. Pending a change in the forthcoming National Defense Strategy, the Navy has continued to build new carriers at its previous pace of one every five years. USS Ford (CVN-78), the lead ship of that class, finally delivered in July, after repeated delays, though it won’t actually make a deployment until 2020. Construction continues on the John F. Kennedy (CVN-79) and long-lead items are being procured for the Enterprise (CVN-80). Funding for carrier construction increases from $2.7 billion in FY 2017 to $4.6 billion in FY 2018, as previously planned.

The midlife carrier overhauls also continue with George Washington (CVN-73) in the yard now and long-lead items being procured for the John Stennis (CVN-74). These overhauls are major

programs, taking 4 years and costing $4.5 billion, but giving the carriers another 25 years of life. In 2014, to save money the Navy proposed to retire the George Washington rather than overhaul it, but congressional pressure pushed them to implement the planned overhaul.

**Littoral Combat Ship/Fast Frigate**

The LCS program remains in flux with unresolved questions about numbers and configuration.

The Navy has always needed a lower-cost small combatant to complement its highly capable, but higher-cost, destroyer and cruiser programs. For many years, the Perry-class provided this capability, but the last of this numerous class (51 ships) was decommissioned in 2015. The original LCS concept envisioned a replacement program of about the same size, 52 ships, but with very different capabilities. Whereas the Perry class was designed as general-purpose escorts, the LCS was “envisioned to be a networked, agile, stealthy surface combatant capable of defeating anti-access and asymmetric threats in the littorals.” The LCS had very high speed (40 knots) and shallow draft for littoral operations. Its survivability came from its speed and, originally, they were envisioned as expendable. It would also be modular with three different configurations: mine countermeasures, surface warfare, antisubmarine warfare. The ships are built in two nontraditional production yards, Austral in Alabama and Lockheed/Martin in Wisconsin, to two very different designs—one a trimaran hull, the other a traditional hull. The original plan to downselect to one design and one shipyard has been shelved. Twenty-nine ships have been funded through FY 2017.

The class has had many problems. The modular concept failed because the individual modules were too expensive and too difficult to replace frequently, cost growth meant that the individual ships were not expendable, the small crew size (about 75, depending on the mission) was inadequate for many maintenance tasks and damage control, and engineering casualties have been frequent.

To mitigate the program’s weaknesses, the Navy conducted a series of reviews in 2014 and 2015. It rejected proposals to build an entirely new ship and instead proposed a program of upgrades to the LCS design that would improve its armament and survivability. In July 2017, the Navy changed course again, putting out a request for information that opened the door to new designs. The ship envisioned has higher reliability, survivability, and crew size than the LCS but only 28 knots speed (compared with LCS’s 40 knots). As one observer put it: “The Navy wants the frigate to do certain things better than the LCS, and the things the LCS does well, the Navy doesn’t care much about.” To save time and money, the new design must be based on an existing ship.
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The LCS also became the focus of the capability-versus-capacity debate. In the Obama administration’s 2017 budget, Secretary Carter directed the Navy to cut 12 LCSs from the 52-ship program and instead procure enhancements to its existing platforms such as advanced munitions and combat systems.\(^{92}\) Secretary Mabus pushed back, saying that the validated requirement was still 52 and that the new version would mitigate many of the earlier weaknesses.\(^{93}\) So the program is in limbo between 40 and 52 ships.

An additional complexity for the program is the Navy’s desire to have multiple crews per ship. This is attractive because it can extend the amount of time a ship is at sea. However, rotating crews and increasing ship operations is complicated. Although successful with ballistic missile submarines, and their blue/gold crews, it has never worked well in the past for other ship types.

It may be that the new small combatant (to be called “guided missile frigates” or FFGs, a traditional nomenclature for such ships) will have enough warfighting capability that this distinction between posture and presence will no longer be an issue. That remains to be seen in an LCS program that has had a lot of shortfalls to date.

The Trump administration has not indicated whether it has a different view of the program. However, the Navy had planned to buy one LCS in FY 2018 and sent the budget up to Congress reflecting that. Shortly after submitting the budget, and amid much confusion, the administration increased the proposal to two, but that reflected political concerns about the industrial base and ship numbers rather than an endorsement of the LCS program.\(^{94}\)

Only one thing is certain: there will be more twists and turns before the small combatant program settles down to serial production.

Other shipbuilding programs

Most Navy shipbuilding programs are in serial production and moving ahead without major issue.

- Ohio Replacement Program/Columbia-Class Submarine. The Ohio Replacement Program remains on track in development, having received milestone B approval (entry into engineering development) in January 2017.\(^{95}\) The budget cost is substantial, however, $1.9 billion in FY 2018, so affordability, long identified as a challenge for Navy shipbuilding, is becoming a near-term, rather than a long-term, issue.
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• **Attack submarines (SSN-775 Virginia-class).** In the near term, the attack submarine fleet is fine. Numbers stay above the 48-boat requirement, and the Navy builds new boats at the rate of two per year. The problem is longer term. Numbers dip in the late 2020s and early 2030s bottoming at 41 boats as Los Angeles-class boats built during the 1980s retire.96 This prospective submarine shortfall will happen at a time when Russian and Chinese submarines are becoming more capable and active.97 Retirement of the Ohio-class SSGNs in the late 2020s, which greatly reduces the undersea strike capability, exacerbates the shortfall. Today, the Navy can only meet 50 to 60 percent of the theater commanders’ (unconstrained) request for submarine forward presence.98 The obvious solution is to build more submarines, but Ohio Replacement Program (ORP) submarine construction puts pressure on both the shipbuilding account and the submarine industrial base. Nevertheless, the Navy now plans to continue building two attack boat every year, even in the years that it procures an ORP boat, a change from the previous plan, which envisioned only one. Incorporation of the Virginia payload module (VPM), to address the undersea strike shortfall, beginning in FY 2019 will increase the fiscal challenge. The VPM increases munitions loadout but also increases the submarine’s cost by about $550 million.99

• **DDG-51 Destroyers.** The program is on track, with another two DDG-51s proposed for FY 2018 consistent with the multiyear contract. The program is transitioning to the Flight III configuration with a more powerful radar, called the AN/SPY-6 Air and Missile Defense Radar. The Navy is confident the radar is ready, but the radar was originally planned to go on a much larger ship (a new cruiser that was canceled), so there’s some risk.

• **Cruiser modernization.** The Navy seems to have surrendered to the Congress and accepted the current plan, called “2/4/6,” which mandates that two ships go into modernization at a time, the work last no more than four years, and no more than six ships be in maintenance at any given time.100 The Navy had wanted to retire some or all of these 22 older cruisers. Concerned about a shrinking ship inventory, the Congress balked, mandating that all the ships be modernized.

• **Amphibs.** After funding two ships in FY 2017, the Navy funds none in FY 2018 but continues development of the LX(R) replacement for the LSDs.

• **DDG-1000 Zumwalt Destroyers.** These stealthy, high-technology destroyers (at 14,500 tons, actually cruiser size) are an exception to the “smooth sailing” shipbuilding story. The lead ship was commissioned in 2016, but delivery was again delayed, to FY 2018.

---


100 Sean Stackley, Acting Secretary of the Navy, Testimony to the Senate Armed Services Committee, 115th Cong., 1st sess., June 15, 2017.
Naval aviation modernization—the future air arm

In FY 2018, naval aviation (Navy and Marine Corps) proposes to procure 91 aircraft of all kinds. Naval aviation procurement is in generally good shape with mature programs producing aircraft with few major issues. However, naval aviation overall has been described as being in a “death spiral” because of inventory and readiness problems. (See the “Readiness” section later in this report for additional detail.) The Navy sees faster procurement of new aircraft as the long-term solution, but their high cost, especially F-35s, makes this difficult.

MQ-25/Carrier-Based Aerial Refueling System (CBARS)/“Stingray”

The MQ-25 is the Navy’s first carrier-capable unmanned aircraft, growing out of a series of experimental programs such as the Unmanned Carrier Launched Aerial Surveillance and Strike (UCLASS) program. In FY 2018 the Navy continued with its plan to develop the aircraft as a tanker (hence “CBARS”) with some intelligence, reconnaissance, and surveillance (ISR) capabilities, requesting $222 million for development and shifting $27 million for carrier adaptations.

The Navy sees this approach as a way to accelerate fielding of an unmanned capability. However, many experts saw the program as a way to allow carriers to stand off in anti-access/area denial (A2/AD) environments because the predecessor UCLASS demonstrator aircraft, the X-47B, had both the long-range and stealth that manned aircraft lacked. Thus, the decision to reshape the program to focus on the tanking mission with a secondary ISR role was harshly criticized as “strategic malpractice of the highest order.”

The controversy has died down as the program has entered development. However, it may not stay dormant as the issues surrounding the MQ-25 are fundamental questions about the future of carrier aviation, particularly manned carrier aviation.

Other UAV programs

The MQ-4C Triton long-range surveillance UAV successfully completed operational testing and continues low rate procurement in FY 2018 with three systems. The troubled MQ-8C Fire Scout
ISR UAV completed procurement in FY 2017 with 60 units (of a planned 177). Overall, Navy UAV procurement (3) in FY 2018 is far behind the Air Force’s (16), and its UAV inventory (60) is even farther behind the Air Force’s (256, MQ-9 and RQ-4). Both reflect the Navy’s relative emphasis on manned systems and, to some, a lack of interest in unmanned systems.

F-18 Hornet

The other major aviation issue is how long the Navy will continue to buy F-18s. The Air Force stopped buying its fourth-generation F-15s and F-16s back in the 1990s, and moved solely to fifth-generation aircraft, the F-22 and the F-35. In contrast, the Navy invested in an enhanced fourth-generation aircraft, the F-18 in its E, F, and G models to keep inventory numbers up. Every year the Navy has either requested aircraft in its budget or indicated in its unfunded requirements list that it desired more and then the Congress added the aircraft. As a result, the Navy’s tactical aviation fleet is much younger than the Air Force’s (16 years on average versus 25 years) and its inventory shortfalls are less acute.

The Navy seems to have resolved this question, requesting 14 in the FY 2018 budget and indicating a desire in the budget documents to continue procurement into the future. Ten more aircraft are on the Navy’s unfunded requirements list.

The policy issue is not whether a particular factory remains open (although that’s important to the Missouri congressional delegation, where the aircraft are manufactured). Rather, the policy issue is what kinds of conflicts the United States expects its aircraft to fight. Procuring a mix of fourth-generation and fifth-generation aircraft implies that some conflicts will be less demanding and not require the stealth and high survivability of fifth-generation aircraft. The effect of buying a mix also is to increase total numbers since fourth-generation aircraft, being far into production, are less expensive. The Navy has taken this path. Current plans call for carriers to have two squadrons of F-18E/Fs and two of F-35Cs. Conversely, the Air Force decided to procure only fifth-generation aircraft, although it is also upgrading some of its legacy fourth-generation aircraft. This implies that most conflicts will be in very demanding air defense environments and was the genesis of the A-10 controversy, described in the Air Force section.

F-35C

The Navy’s F-35 program has always been low visibility because the Navy carrier version (“C”) was the last to enter production and is the smallest total buy. Continued procurement of the F-18, as noted above, allowed the Navy to hedge its bets and let the urgent requirements of the Air Force and Marine Corps take the brunt of the cost, schedule, and performance problems.


The number of F-35Cs procured in FY 2018 goes down from eight to four to put more resources into readiness.

Other aircraft programs

The remaining issues in naval aviation (both Navy and Marine Corps) are programmatic rather than policy; that is, they relate to issues of program management, affordability, and schedule, rather than broader policy questions. Thus, in FY 2018, the P-8, AH-1Z/UH-1Y, E-2D, MQ-4, and V-22 programs continue production, more or less as planned, though with some reductions in quantity for affordability. The CH-53K program procures four initial production aircraft.

One piece of good news: there are no headlines about the new presidential helicopter. The previous attempt to develop a replacement for the aging presidential helicopter fleet ended in acquisition disaster, with large overruns, schedule slippage, and presidential criticism. Having learned from the previous experience, the current program (VH-92A) is moving through development with apparently few issues. It is ahead of schedule and conducted first flight in August 2017.109 Thus it often is with good program management: bad management makes headlines, good management is invisible.

Ship collisions and their implications for the force

The Navy experienced several high-visibility collisions—the USS Fitzgerald (DDG-62) in June 2017, and the USS John S. McCain (DDG-56) in August—resulting in large loss of life. This impelled the Navy to declare a one-day “stand down” to review training and safety procedures. The accidents also engendered discussion about possible systemic causes. A high tempo of operations, low readiness, poor maintenance, inadequate training, even cyber attack have all been proposed.110 Investigations are ongoing, but so far no common causes have emerged. Given the seriousness of the incidents, look for some budget and program action by the Navy and the Congress.

From a force structure perspective, there are near- and long-term effects.

Even before the collisions raised questions about ship material condition, the Navy was trying to address long-standing maintenance problems with its Optimized Fleet Readiness Plan, which is designed to improve readiness but will decrease deployment time. Previously, the Navy had deployed ships as the combatant commanders and National Command Authorities had directed and then conducted maintenance as the schedules permitted. However, maintenance availability was inadequate, and material conditions on ships deteriorated. The new plan locks in
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the maintenance schedules and provides deployments as time is available. Whether the Navy can implement this plan and decrease deployments in the face of continuing global crises remains to be seen.

Longer term, the accidents may cause the Navy to reconsider its forward basing in Japan, called the Forward Deployed Naval Force. Because these ships are considered always deployed, any reduction would substantially reduce Navy overseas presence.

As a final perspective in considering accidents at sea, it is important to remember that the Navy is mostly made up of apprentices, with most of the crew on their first ship and only a handful of senior enlisted and officers with multiple tours at sea. What is surprising is not how many accidents occur but how few.
The FY 2018 Marine Corps budget maintains the FY 2017 active duty endstrength of 185,000 and the Marine Corps Reserve endstrength of 38,500. Similarly, civilian full-time equivalents were nearly constant. Alone among the services, the Marine Corps is coming out of the wars at a higher level (185,000) than it went in (172,600).

Marine Corps leadership said that maintaining a constant level of endstrength was a conscious decision to put more money into readiness. Indeed, the Marine Corps’ proposed FY 2018 base budget for operations and maintenance increases by $1.2 billion (21 percent) over FY 2017 enacted.

The budget maintains the three active-duty Marine Expeditionary Forces (MEFs): I and II MEFs located in the continental United States (California and North Carolina, respectively) and III MEF on Hawaii, Okinawa, and mainland Japan. It also maintains the reserve division-wing team, headquartered in New Orleans but spread over the entire country. (The reserve division-wing team lacks the headquarters to make it a MEF. Since the reserves are used at lower unit levels, such a headquarters is not needed.)

The commandant noted in his posture statement how busy the Marines were: 200 operations, 20 amphibious operations, 70 major exercises, 160 security cooperation activities in addition to the return of Marines to Afghanistan and Iraq. Deployment-to-dwell is one-to-two, below the desired one-to-three. Indeed, the McKenzie Group of 2013 (named for its leader, Lt. Gen. Kenneth F. McKenzie) argued that forward presence and crisis response were the Corps’ primary
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force drivers.113 Nevertheless, despite this high tempo, General Neller did not ask for additional endstrength in his unfunded requirements list.114

Revised force structure

To cope with the changed strategic environment and evolving methods of conducting military operations, the Marine Corps (like the Navy) embarked on a force structure assessment, called "Force 2025." The effort started with concepts. A major theme is that, after 15 years of operations ashore in Iraq and Afghanistan, the Marine Corps is refocusing on its naval roots and full-spectrum operations. The commandant talks about a "5th generation Marine Corps" that incorporates new technologies and new organizations. The 2016 Marine Corps Service Strategy acknowledges operations across the range of military operations but focuses on high-end, complex operations and, from a forces perspective, emphasizes enhanced command and control, ISR, precision fires, cyber, electronic warfare, and, in the future, robotics.115 The complementary Marine Operating Concept emphasizes maneuver warfare in all five domains, combined arms that includes information warfare, distributed operations, and enhanced leadership in highly contested A2/AD environments.116

This vision is consistent with the emerging DOD strategy. However, high-end capabilities have not been traditional Marine Corps strengths. Indeed, difficulty in recruiting enough cyber Marines has caused the Corps to consider reducing standards for that field— a highly controversial proposal in a service that prides itself on a warrior ethos.117

Unlike previous force assessments, which were announced as a complete package, specific results of this assessment are being rolled out gradually. One immediate change has been to increase Marine capabilities in cyber and electronic warfare, which General Neller had directed in his initiating directive.118 This has included establishment of a three-star billet for information operations,119 creation of 13 cyber mission teams, and restructuring the MEF Headquarters Group into a MEF Information Group, which has expanded capabilities for electronic warfare, intelligence, and data fusion.

Other changes include activation of another HIMARS battalion for long-range fires, adding company-level operations and intelligence centers to enhance distributed operations, and adding an assistant infantry squad leader.

Last year Marine leadership talked about “revolutionary” versus “evolutionary” structure change, and General Neller said that he had chosen a “hybrid” approach. The higher manpower goal of 194,000, specified in Marine Corps Force 2025, will allow the Corps to both enhance traditional capabilities—infantry, artillery, tanks—which improves dwell time, and still add new capabilities for future, high-end conflicts. Thus, the Corps would be able to pursue the McKenzie Group’s focus on crisis response and General Neller’s new focus on conflict with peer adversaries.

If the manpower increase does not materialize, however, then tough choices will be necessary. High-end modern warfare requires new capabilities, such as cyber, electronic warfare, and space, and this is clearly where General Neller is focused. However, the press of current crises and ongoing operations, such as the recent reinforcement in Afghanistan, puts demands on traditional capabilities and capacity. One study showed how the number of infantry battalions could vary from 27 to 6 depending on budgets and strategic orientation.

**Aviation modernization and woes**

Marine aviation continues to upgrade platforms and incorporate new systems. The KC-130J, AH-1Z, and, finally, the F-35B are all in serial production. Indeed, the F-35 recently had its first deployment (to Japan). MV-22 production for the Marine Corps is complete, with the target acquisition of 360 having been funded, though deliveries will continue for the next few years. The Marine Corps is considering increasing the target to 380 and adding attack capabilities to the aircraft. As noted in the Navy section, the CH-53K is in initial production, having begun procurement last year.

Fixed-wing force structure declined by one squadron as one EA-6B squadron and one F/A-18 squadron deactivated, replaced by one F-35 squadron. In the face of declining inventories, the Marine Corps also reduced the number of aircraft in F-18 squadrons to keep the remaining aircraft more ready and pulled 30 F-18s out of the boneyard. Although rotary wing squadrons stayed constant, the number of CH-53E aircraft per squadron declined. These inventory declines are not surprising given the high cost and slow production rate of replacement aircraft like the F-35, MV-22, and the CH-53K. Like the Air Force, but unlike the Navy, the Marine Corps skipped a generation of aviation modernization to move to a fifth-generation capability in the F-35 and MV-22 but now has a lot of old aircraft in its inventory. Although the force structure
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shrinkage is intended to be temporary, such reductions tend to become permanent in the face of continuing fiscal constraints.

Existing platforms are being upgraded, for example, the Harvest HAWK lethality upgrades on the KC-130J, giving it attack capabilities, and the Intrepid Tiger electronic warfare sensor on a variety of platforms. The MV-22 fleet will be undergoing standardization for many years to deal with the three blocks, 70 different hardware configurations, and seven different software configurations in fielded aircraft.124

The Marine Corps is beginning procurement of the RQ-21 Blackjack UAV, which has achieved Initial Operating Capability but is delayed by quality-control problems.125 Located at regiment/MEU level, it will be capable of operating both ashore and from L-class ships. It performs reconnaissance and surveillance functions but has no attack capability. The Corps also fields smaller UAVs (RQ-11, 12, 20). Larger (group 4 and 5) UAVs for division/MEF-level operations are still conceptual. Overall, the Marine Corps, like the Navy, is focused on manned aircraft and is far behind the Army and the Air Force in fielding UAV capabilities.126

Aviation woes come from low readiness levels and high-profile accidents. Low readiness received extensive attention, because so many aircraft are grounded.127 In May, Lt. Gen Jon Davis, head of Marine aviation, noted that only 43 percent of Marine aircraft were flyable. Low readiness is a particular problem for the Marine Corps, which seeks to keep all units at relatively high readiness levels. The Marine Corps is not comfortable with a tiered readiness approach that the other services use, that is, maintaining deployed units at high levels of readiness but nondeployed units at lower levels. Marine aviation has a “balanced recovery plan” that consists of fixing existing aircraft and buying new aircraft, but the fiscal environment makes this challenging.128

V-22s, CH-53Es, F/A-18s, AV-8Bs, and KC-130s all had high-visibility mishaps. These mishaps resulted in several safety standdowns, some fleet-wide, some limited to particular commands.129 Aviation leadership blamed the mishaps on low-readiness levels, lack of flying time, and “tired iron.” Increased readiness funding should increase aircraft availability, but naval flying hours will decline in FY 2018. (See “Readiness” section of this report for details.) F-35s will slowly replace

124 Ibid.
legacy aircraft, but their high flying-hour cost, currently more than double that of the F-18, make achievement of target readiness levels even harder.

Ground modernization—the future force

The Marine Corps’ largest (total program cost) ground modernization programs are the JLTV, a joint vehicle program with the Army, and the Armored Combat Vehicle (ACV). The JLTV has been developed successfully and is in its third and last year of low rate initial production. The Corps is increasing its buy to 537 in FY 2018 and may increase its total buy above the currently planned 5,500. The ACV is the Corps’ third attempt to replace the 1970s-era amphibious assault vehicles. The last major attempt, the Expeditionary Fighting Vehicle, was canceled in 2011 after the Corps spent $3 billion. In this attempt, the Corps is taking an evolutionary approach, phasing its requirements, and not asking for technologically challenging high-water speed, at least not initially. In FY 2018 the Corps will buy 26 vehicles for testing, 13 from each of two contractors.

The modest level of ground modernization caused one legislator to raise the long-standing issue of ground versus aviation modernization, noting that in FY 2017 the Marine Corps was spending three times as much on aviation as on ground. The Corps responded that the balance was appropriate. This imbalance also reflected the bureaucratic fact that ground modernization is funded in a Marine Corps appropriation (Procurement, Marine Corps) while aviation modernization is funded in a Navy appropriation (Aviation Procurement, Navy).

Guam and Pacific force stationing

The Marine Corps is engaged in a long-term effort to ease the burden of its force footprint on Okinawa. What was once a rural and sparsely inhabited island has become crowded and developed. One element of this effort is moving forces off Okinawa, mainly to Guam though also to mainland Japan, Hawaii, and mainland United States. The government of Japan is paying for much of the massive facility construction on Guam, but this construction has proved to be more expensive, complicated, and politically controversial than expected. CSIS discussed this in depth in its recent report on the Asia-Pacific rebalance. This year a contract for infrastructure construction on Guam has been let. The current target is for 4,000 Marines to be on Guam by

---

2024, though that timeline has slipped repeatedly, and for the number of Marines on Okinawa to be halved, to 11,500, by 2027.¹³⁵

The effort also involves building a new air facility—called the Futemna replacement facility—in a less inhabited area of Okinawa. However, this has been delayed due to demonstrators and opposition from the provincial government of Okinawa. That opposition continues, with the government on the mainland supporting the new facility and local politicians opposing it, but some site preparation is underway.¹³⁶

So both processes—on Guam and Okinawa—continue, though slowly, and only a few Marine forces have yet relocated or left Okinawa.

By contrast, the Marine Corps’ rotational deployments to Darwin, Australia, continue into their sixth year without controversy, with six-month rotations on the ground of about 1,200 Marines each. The rotations provide opportunities to train with the Australian defense forces and provide a U.S. presence in southeast Asia. The rotations have continued through changes of administration in both Australia and the United States, so the politics look settled. The most recent rotation was marred by a MV-22 crash that killed three Marines but that has not affected operations.

Special Purpose Marine Air Ground Task Forces (SP-MAGTFs)

Although not new, these units represent a different capability for the Marine Corps. Traditionally, the smallest unit that the Marine Corps deployed was a Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU) with about 2,200 Marines. To provide rapid response and persistent presence in AFRICOM and CENTCOM, and periodic theater engagement in SOUTHCOM, the Marine Corps established these land-based special-purpose units, smaller than the MEU. That made them both more agile and easier to deploy, though at the cost of logistics and firepower. The Corps is also using them as experimentation platforms. However, the press of operational demands forced the Marine Corps to cut the MV-22 and C-130J aircraft from the SP-MAGTFs, thus greatly reducing their responsiveness, so the future of this new capability may be in doubt.

Amphibious ships and alternative platforms

Consistent with its reenergized naval orientation, the Marine Corps has strongly stated its support for an amphibious fleet of 38 ships, up from the current 32. This fleet can carry two MEBs of Marines in a wartime situation (34 ships), with 10 percent additional to cover ships in long-term maintenance. The Navy’s 355-ship target includes 38 amphibs and the FY 2017 30-year shipbuilding plan does achieve this level in the future, but, as noted earlier, there is risk in the plan’s affordability.

Fifty-four ships would be needed to meet all near-term combatant commander demands, so the Marine Corps and Navy have been experimenting with using other kinds of ships, such as Maritime Prepositioning Force ships, high-speed vessels (EFPs), and afloat forward staging bases (ESBs/ESDs). The ships do not have the survivability needed for high-intensity conflict, but they do provide cargo storage, flight decks, and personnel berthing that can be used for training and engagement events with allies and partners. They also have the advantage of not being as large as regular ("L"-class) amphibious ships and therefore don’t overwhelm some of the smaller navies with which they might work. The Navy is making modifications to some ships to allow them to accommodate Marine Corps aircraft and troops more easily.

Air Force

Table 7: Air Force – Active and Civilians

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Air Force Active</th>
<th>Civilian Full-Time Equivalents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Combat Coded Squadrions</td>
<td>Endstrength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY 2017 Authorized</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>321,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY 2018 Proposed</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>325,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+4,100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Air Force – Reserve and Air National Guard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Air Force Reserve</th>
<th>Air National Guard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Combat Coded Squadrions</td>
<td>Endstrength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY 2017 Authorized</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>69,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY 2018 Proposed</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>69,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Combat coded squadrons = fighter and bomber squadrons with a wartime mission

The budget increases manpower for all three components above the FY 2017 level. The reason for the higher manpower levels is the congressionally directed retention of more legacy aircraft like the A-10 and readiness improvements such as increasing training units and equipment maintainers. This manpower increase began in 2016 and is a change to the Air Force’s long-term trend of decreasing manpower to maintain the pace of modernization.
The Air Force FY 2018 budget maintains 40 active combat-coded squadrons (fighter and bomber) and 24 reserve combat-coded squadrons (which did not decline to 23 as had been previously planned). Nevertheless, the Air Force struggles with the long-term challenge of maintaining its force structure with increasingly capable, but increasingly expensive, aircraft. As the chart below indicates, total aircraft numbers\textsuperscript{138} have declined, paralleling the decline in numbers, while average aircraft age has increased (to 27 years).

\textsuperscript{138} Numbers measured by total active inventory (TAI), that is, aircraft assigned to operating forces for mission, test, or maintenance. It includes primary, backup, and attrition reserve aircraft.
As Stephen Kosiak, a long-time budget commentator, points out: “[H]istorical trends in the US military’s force structure and modernization plans are largely the result of policy and programmatic choices made by DOD and service leadership. Contrary to widely held belief . . . the size and shape of today’s forces are not simply a byproduct of budgetary or other pressures beyond DOD’s control.”139 For the Air Force both aging and reduced numbers result from a series of decisions on modernization. Some fleets are in relatively good shape: the transport fleet (20 years) because of acquiring C-17s, the special operations fleet (13 years) because of the C-130Js, the specialty fleet (ISR/BM/C3) because of UAVs/RPVs. Other fleets are old: fighter/attack (25 years old, on average), bomber (41 years), tanker (50 years), helicopter (33 years), and trainers (31 years).140 All these older fleets have programs in place for modernization, but the programs have been delayed, are expensive, and may take years to fully implement.

A bright spot is active/reserve relations. By having active and reserve manpower increase together, and not favoring one component or the other, the Air Force avoided the internal conflicts that had marred earlier budgets and required a 2015 force structure commission to make peace.

Operational tempo—and the tension with warfare at the high end

Like the other services, the Air Force notes how busy it is—27,000 airmen deployed overseas, 26 strike sorties per day, 131,000 ISR sorties over the year—which it describes as an “insatiable demand for airpower.” The Air Force is, in effect, conducting an air war in the Middle East while still meeting its other global commitments.141

Further, the Air Force has, like the Army and Navy, become more active in Europe, mainly through ERI. It has conducted air patrols over the Baltic, deployments to Eastern Europe for training with allies, and reversed planned reductions of F-15s in the United Kingdom. F-22s recently made a training/reassurance/deterrence deployment. The FY 2018 ERI budget also requests funds for air base projects, mainly in Eastern Europe, so the groundwork is literally being laid for future engagements and, if necessary, rapid reinforcement.

As a result of these incessant operational demands, the Air Force leadership describes the service as “too small” for the tasks it has been assigned. This, in turn, pushes the Air Force (as with the other services) to increase capacity, even at the cost of capability, though higher budgets may allow some increase in both.

The A-10, legacy aircraft, and the purpose of airpower

Like the Navy with cruiser modernization, the Air Force has surrendered to the will of the Congress (and to real-world operations) by extending the life of the A-10 fleet through the five-year planning period. The Air Force will also upgrade and extend the lives of additional F-16C/D aircraft and F-15Cs.

The Air Force has gone further, conducting demonstrations of off-the-shelf light attack aircraft (called “OA-X”), both turboprop and jet. The concept is that such an aircraft would be better for missions in low threat environments—less expensive to operate, reducing wear on high-end aircraft, and with more focused training. Such an aircraft appears in the McCain proposal as well as several others. Whether this will turn into a real program, or just be a way to quiet opposition to A-10 retirement, will be seen over time.

Collectively, these decisions—coupled with the F-35 procurement pause, described below—indicate a leaning toward capacity rather than the previous leaning toward capability. Whether this will survive the strategy review—and its apparent focus on high-end conflict—remains to be seen. Nevertheless, the A-10/CAS/legacy aircraft issue never quite goes away because it raises three strategic questions: What kinds of conflicts should the Air Force prepare for? How can airpower achieve the greatest effects? What is the value of stealth in modern air warfare? The answers to these questions drive the Air Force’s central decision in each budget for the fighter/attack fleet: setting the balance between legacy fourth-generation aircraft (capacity) and new fifth-generation aircraft (capability).

- What kinds of conflicts should the Air Force prepare for: those with less-demanding air environments or those with A2/AD environments? For 16 years, the Air Force has operated intensively but in relatively permissive environments. That allowed unchallenged power projection, forward bases as sanctuaries, low combat attrition, and assured communications. In these less-demanding air environments, the Air Force can

---

use legacy aircraft extensively and therefore keep them in the inventory longer. For conflicts against sophisticated adversaries like China and Russia, with their A2/AD capabilities, it needs to develop and field advanced capabilities.

- **How can airpower achieve the greatest effects?** Will the effects come from attacks close to friendly front lines—that is, through close air support and battlefield interdiction? The ground forces have strong opinions here, arguing that these effects are immediate and tangible. Specifically designed aircraft like the A-10 are both cheaper and more effective for these missions than multirole stealth aircraft like the F-35. Air power traditionalists argue that the greatest effect comes from deep attack of strategic targets, which requires extensive self-protection capabilities. The Air Force has historically leaned toward the latter for a variety of organizational and doctrinal reasons. The debate goes far beyond this monograph.

- **What is the value of stealth in modern air warfare?** A stealth aircraft costs significantly more than the latest version of a legacy aircraft, even putting aside the multibillion-dollar upfront development. Because stealthy aircraft must fly "clean" to remain stealthy, they cannot carry external munitions or fuel tanks. Proponents argue that the cost and performance tradeoffs are worthwhile because of rising air threats. Opponents argue that only a small part of the fleet needs to be stealthy while the rest can be non-stealthy.

If budgets increase and allow the Air Force to follow both approaches, this tension will ease, but it will never fully go away until something happens in combat operations that clarifies the way to go.

---

148 How much more is difficult to estimate since aircraft are bought in different quantities and have different characteristics beyond stealth. One data point is from the Navy, which is buying both fourth-generation F-18E/Fs and fifth-generation F-35s. The F-35s cost about 50 percent more (in FY 2018, F-18E/F $90 million; F-35B/C $145 million, Budget Justification Book Navy Aircraft Procurement, http://www.secnav.navy.mil/fmc/fmb/Documents/18pres/APN_BA1-4_BOOK.pdf).
Piloted versus unpiolated (or “manned versus unmanned”)

For the Air Force, this revolution is complete. Whereas the Navy’s efforts to integrate unmanned aircraft into its aviation fleet are still controversial, slow, and limited, as described earlier, the Air Force incorporation of unmanned aircraft into its force structure—after strong resistance during the 2000s—has become routine.

The FY 2018 budget procures 16 additional MQ-9 Reapers, the follow-on aircraft to MQ-1 Predators, in OCO. It maintains a force capable of 60 unmanned aircraft combat lines/air patrols. The Air Force continues efforts to improve recruiting and retention for pilots of unmanned aircraft, and it has greatly increased the number of such pilots that it trains.

Two questions remain regarding Air Force UAVs. The first is what to call them. The Air Force is emphatic that these are aircraft and are not “unmanned” but are instead “remotely piloted.” Hence, the Air Force uses the term “remotely piloted aircraft.” There are cultural reasons for this distinction, the Air Force being run by pilots. However, there is also a substantive argument in that, although there are no humans in the aircraft itself, there is a large ground-based support structure to launch, fly, and recover the aircraft.

The substantive issue is whether to buy UAVs/RPAs for permissive or nonpermissive environments. Predator and Reaper can only operate in permissive environments. That has been fine for the kinds of conflicts the United States has been involved with recently. However, in a conflict with a high-end competitor like Russia or China, these aircraft will be too vulnerable to survive on many battlefields if employed using current concepts of operation. The question, then, is twofold. First, are there concepts of operation that would enable current UAVs to contribute to a high-end warfighting campaign? Second, should the Air Force develop and procure stealthy and likely largely autonomous UAVs to operate inside these challenging environments. There are indications that such aircraft may exist in the black world, but there is little in the open literature.

Aircraft modernization—the future force structure

The general theme is that the Air Force has programs in place to modernize the individual fleets, but this modernization has been delayed, will take time, and, as a result, today’s aging fleets will be around for a long while. The Air Force calls its modernization program “cost-effective,” a nod toward an emphasis on readiness and capacity.

---

B-21 and the bomber force

The B-21 Raider program continues in development with budget demands rising from $1.3 billion in FY 2017 to $2.0 billion in FY 2018. Because the B-21 has a mid-2020s fielding date ("IOC"), the legacy B-52s, B-1s, and B-2s will comprise the bomber force for many years to come. That force continues to age (currently 41 years on average), though a variety of upgrade programs keep the aircraft flying and operationally relevant.

F-35 and the fighter force

The Air Force requests 46 aircraft in FY 2018, down slightly from the FY 2017 level of 48. A further 14 are on the Air Force’s unfunded requirement list. The Air Force had hoped to get to 60 aircraft per year, but affordability and prospective retrofit costs are keeping the annual production capped.\(^{154}\) The program recently had problems with its oxygen system at high altitudes, but long-standing software problems seem to be settling down, showing that with enough time and money, most development challenges can be overcome.

Age of the fighter/attack force has increased from 8 years at the end of the Cold War in 1991 to 25 years today while numbers have decreased from 4,000 in 1991 to 1,970 (total) today. Kosiak’s observation is particularly applicable here. Both fleet aging and reduced numbers result from an Air Force decision to cease production of fourth-generation aircraft (F-15s and F-16s) in the 1990s and instead wait for production of the fifth-generation (F-22s and F-35s). This was the opposite of the Navy’s decision. Unfortunately, production of the F-22 was curtailed at 187 aircraft during the budget drawdown in the late 2000s, and the F-35 was delayed many years from its original schedule.

Fielding of new F-35’s is beginning to ease the aging of the fleet. Nevertheless, at 46 aircraft per year, the Air Force would take 38 years to buy its full 1,763-inventory goal. Even at 60 per year, it would take 29 years. Average age of the fighter/attack fleet will therefore remain high for a long time, perhaps indefinitely.

KC-46 and the tanker force

The program continues in development and received "Milestone C" (production) approval in October 2016.\(^{155}\) However, first delivery has been postponed to early 2018 because of delays in flight testing and problems with the refueling boom.\(^{156}\) Boeing, the contractor, continues to execute the fixed-price contract that it greatly underbid and on which the company is taking large losses ($2.3 billion so far).\(^{157}\) That underbidding strategy appears to have paid off, however,


as the Air Force announced that it would not recomplete the contract after the current buy but would procure more KC-46s.

The bottom line is that the current tanker fleet of KC-10s and KC-135s, already 50 years old on average, will be around for a lot longer.

One possible future disruption is on the horizon: The Air Force is beginning to think about the next strategic mobility study, which is conducted every five years or so by Transportation Command, the Joint Staff, and the Cost Assessment and Program Evaluation office on the secretary’s staff. New this time is the possibility of attrition being factored in for tankers and the strategic airlift fleet. This arises because of Russia’s and China’s antiaircraft capabilities. That will drive inventory requirements higher. The study will not begin until 2019, so there will be a lot of discussion over the next two years.158

Nuclear enterprise

The ICBM force is declining from 450 to the New START limit of 400. The bomber force holds steady at 158 total (TAI).

The future of the nuclear enterprise will be determined by DOD’s Nuclear Posture Review, currently underway. Although results will not be known for some time, Secretary Mattis did signal support for the triad: “I have questioned the triad, but I cannot solve the deterrent problem reducing [the nuclear force] from a triad.”159 That’s good news for the Minuteman III replacement, called the Ground-Based Strategic Deterrent (GBSD). This program has been controversial among arms-control advocates and some budget hawks, who see it as unnecessary, and would reduce the nuclear forces to a “dyad” or even “monad.”160 GBSD received its early, “Milestone A” approval, though there was great uncertainty over its cost because the United States has not developed a new ICBM for many decades.161 Funding increases to $216 million in FY 2018.162 So there will likely to be a GBSD of some sort, but its form may be determined by cost as the program evolves.

Similar controversy surrounds the Long Range Standoff (LRSO) weapon, a nuclear-armed cruise missile. In his triad statement, Secretary Mattis did not signal support for all nuclear programs, so its fate is undetermined, though it continues in the FY 2018 budget. These programs—with the

162 For a discussion of GBSD, its background and alternative ways forward, see Todd Harrison, Options for the Ground-Based Leg of the Nuclear Triad (Washington, DC: Center for Strategic and International Studies, September 21, 2017), https://www.csis.org/analysis/options-ground-based-leg-nuclear-triad.
B-21 bomber and the Columbia-class submarine—contribute to the nuclear modernization bow wave that DOD faces in the 2020s and 2030s, which will require it to either trim programs or increase the proportion of the budget allocated to nuclear forces.163

Intermediate-range missiles and "tactical" nuclear weapons are wildcards. The budget funds modifications to the F-35As, allowing the aircraft to employ the B61 nuclear bomb. Uncertain, however, is the future of the intermediate-range nuclear force treaty, which the Russians appear to be violating. Some commentators, and language in the House and Senate NDAAs, recommend that the United States build comparable forces again, thus reopening a whole new category of weapons that had been eliminated in the 1980s.

Finally, in response to scandals several years back and several outside reviews, the Air Force (and the Navy) are continuing their efforts to improve the standards and quality of their nuclear enterprise, both personnel and operations.

Space

The great issue about space this year was whether to create a "space corps" separate from the Air Force, as proposed by the House in its version of the FY 2018 NDAA. Discussion was intense, the Air Force arguing vigorously that it was already an aerospace organization and that such a change was unnecessary. The issue appears to have subsided, the Senate having prohibited establishment of a "space corps" in its version of the NDAA. Nevertheless, the issue is unlikely to go away entirely since space is an increasingly important domain, and the Air Force is often distracted by its aircraft programs. For a detailed discussion of current challenges and programs in the space domain, see CSIS reports Beyond the RD-180, Implications of Ultra-Low-Cost Access to Space, and How to Organize Military Space.164


164 Todd Harrison, Andrew Hunter, Kaitlyn Johnson, Evan Linck, and Thomas Roberts, Beyond the RD-180, Implications of Ultra-Low-Cost Access to Space, and How to Organize Military Space.
Three themes continue—stable force size, continuing stress, and dependence on OCO funding. In addition, statutory changes to the management of Special Operations Forces give them more independence and broader responsibilities.

Size of the force

SOCOM grew greatly in size during the wars, from 42,800 in 2001 to 63,347 military service members today. They are now approaching the size of the British Army (82,000 in 2017). This large post-2001 increase has been in response to DOD steadily increasing the number and type of missions SOCOM is expected to carry out. Beyond its core missions of direct action, foreign internal defense, irregular warfare, and civil affairs, SOCOM has provided DOS’s core counterterrorism capabilities. Demand for all these missions has grown, not just in CENTCOM but globally as well.

SOCOM’s size has now leveled off. This has occurred for both fiscal reasons—the budget downturn—and recruiting reasons—there are a limited number of personnel suitable for SOCOM roles. Although reductions are unlikely, so is further growth.

Stress on the force

High OPTEMPO has continued even after the substantial withdrawals from Iraq and Afghanistan. Gen. Raymond A. Thomas, commander of SOCOM, noted that “Most SOF units are employed to their sustainable limit. . . . Despite growing demand for SOF, we must prioritize the sourcing of these demands as we face a rapidly changing security environment. As we work to support the

---

165 The Special Operations Command’s (SOCOM) military and civilian personnel are reported in the respective service tables. These numbers are therefore not additional to what is in the service numbers.
[Ground Combat Commanders] in addressing the challenges they face, we are constantly on guard against over-committing this relatively small force.\textsuperscript{168} Because of this high OPTEMPO, combined with limits on force size, SOCOM has experienced increased suicides and pressures on families. It has instituted programs to reduce both. Nevertheless, as CSIS scholar Mark Moyar notes, “With the demand for special operations forces exceeding the supply, the new administration must determine where scarce special operations personnel can best be employed, and where other U.S. and allied capabilities can most profitably shoulder the burden.”\textsuperscript{169}

**Dependence on OCO funding**

SOCOM is particularly dependent on OCO funding. For FY 2018 it has requested $3.8 billion in OCO, 31 percent of its total funding, three times the department’s rate overall (10 percent).\textsuperscript{170} This heavy usage occurs because SOCOM is allowed to fund global counterterrorism operations in OCO, unlike the military services.\textsuperscript{171} Although OCO looks stable for the immediate future, its long-term prospects are unclear. Todd Harrison at CSIS and Kate Blakeley at CSBA have both warned about the long-term prospects for OCO.\textsuperscript{172} Ninety percent of SOCOM’s OCO funding is for enduring activities.\textsuperscript{173} The administration has made vague statements about pushing enduring activities into the base budget. However, doing that in an environment of budget caps would be highly disruptive across the department but especially to special operations forces.

**Management of Special Operations Forces**

Special operations forces have two management headquarters: assistant secretary of defense for special operations forces (ASD/SOLIC), which oversees policy, and Special Operations Command, which oversees operations and in addition has some administrative functions such as procurement of special operations unique items.

SOCOM received two additional missions this year, coordinating authority for transregional terrorist organizations and other threat networks and Countering Weapons of Mass Destruction (CWMD) synchronization, transferred from U.S. Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM). The effect

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{169} Mark Moyar, Making the Most of Special Operations Forces (Washington, DC: Center for Strategic and International Studies, July 18, 2017), https://www.csis.org/analysis/making-most-special-operations-forces.
\item \textsuperscript{173} U.S. Special Operations Command, “SOCOM Posture Statement.”
\end{itemize}
is, in effect, to make SOCOM a “global COCOM,” with activities that reach into the regional COCOMs.

In addition, the 2017 NDAA made major changes to the management of Special Operations Forces.\textsuperscript{174} It gave the assistant secretary of defense for special operations forces (ASD/SOLIC) authority over all special operations peculiar administrative matters and defined these administrative matters broadly, thus inserting the ASD/SOLIC into the administrative chain of command. It continued ASD/SOLIC oversight of policy and programs for irregular warfare and special operations and codified in statute the existing department-wide Special Operations Oversight and Policy Council. It also codified in statute the existing practice that the commander of Special Operations Command monitors promotions and career management of special operations personnel.

The effect, and congressional intent, was to make special operations forces even more like a separate service. (Special Operations Forces already had many service-like authorities in acquisition and training.) The ASD/SOLIC now has authorities like those of a service secretary, exercising administrative and policy control over designated forces. To support this expanded role, the NDAA report recommended, but the legislation does not require, an increase in staffing for the ASD/SOLIC office, despite the caps on OSD personnel overall. Giving the commander of SOCOM authority over promotions takes that authority away from the service chiefs.

These actions recognize the prominent role of special operations forces in recent and continuing conflicts. However, the new structure further weakens the already tenuous connection between the services and their special operations personnel. The new authorities and independent role may also create tension with the ASD/SOLIC’s nominal boss, the under secretary for policy. It will take time to sort out the new relationships.

DOD Civilians

Table 10: Department of Defense Civilians

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total DOD Civilians(^{175})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FY 2017 Authorized</td>
<td>734,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY 2018 Proposed</td>
<td>740,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>+5,200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Total full-time equivalents, U.S. and foreign direct hires, excluding classified activities.

President Trump proposed two goals for the federal government’s civilian workforce: making it smaller and less costly, and increasing its quality. Both have also been long-time Republican goals, but the first is controversial and support for the second depends on the specifics. Despite the negative implications of these policies for the size of the civilian workforce, the administration proposes to increase the number of DOD civilians by 5,200. (Administration proposals would greatly decrease the number of civilians in nondefense/domestic agencies.) Inadvertently, the administration has also raised questions about the number and role of political appointees.

Reducing cost: pay raise and pension cuts

The proposed civilian pay raise, 1.9 percent, is mostly good news, being higher than the 1.6 percent that had been projected for FY 2018 last year. On the other hand, it is lower than the proposed military pay raise (2.1 percent). Breaking parity is not unprecedented. In 2010 the civilian pay raise was also lower (2 percent versus 3.4 percent) and there were three years (2011, 2012, 2013) when civilians received no pay raise at all while the military did get a pay raise. Nevertheless, lack of parity is unusual and disappointing for civilian employees. One piece of good news: future projections show parity for FY 2019 to FY 2022.\(^{176}\)

Bad news for federal employees, DOD and government-wide, are administration proposals to cut retirement benefits and the not-yet-acted-upon FY 2018 House Budget Resolution to cut $32 billion in benefits for current employees and annuitants. The administration’s proposals increase employee contributions toward retirement by approximately 6 percent, eliminate certain cost-of-living adjustments, and alter the retirement calculation for new retirees. To federal employees, these are simply pay cuts and hinder the federal government in the "war for talent." Unions and employee associations strongly oppose the proposals. The administration


argues that the proposals will bring overly generous federal pensions more in line with those in the private sector.

Reducing size: Hiring freezes and the size of the civilian workforce

Consistent with long-standing Republican commitments, the new administration immediately instituted a hiring freeze on civilian personnel.\footnote{White House, Hiring Freeze, Presidential Memorandum, January 23, 2017, https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2017/01/23/presidential-memorandum-regarding-hiring-freeze.} There were a few exceptions for national security, so it is unclear how much it affected DOD hiring. Hiring freezes reduce headcount but are blunt instruments, since the government cannot control either the billets or the quality of the personnel being lost. Further, in response to constraints on civilian personnel, government agencies hire more contractors and turn routine duties over to military personnel. The former can diminish accountability, while the latter diverts military personnel from training for war and increases costs.\footnote{Jennifer Lamping Lewis et al., U.S. Department of Defense Experiences with Substituting Government Employees for Military Personnel (Arlington, VA: RAND Corporation, 2016), http://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR1282.html.}

OMB lifted the blanket freeze in March, instructing agencies: "Rather than setting arbitrary targets, the Administration [has] tasked each agency to determine workforce levels that align with effectively and efficiently delivering its mission, including planning for funding levels in the President’s Budget."\footnote{Office of Management and Budget, Comprehensive Plan for Reforming the Federal Government and Reducing the Federal Civilian Workforce, April 12, 2017, https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/whitehouse.gov/files/omb/memoranda/2017/M-17-22.pdf.} DOD justified its increased numbers of civilian employees by their effect on readiness: "While the Defense Agencies and Field Activities continue to reduce the MHA [Military Headquarters Activities] civilian workforce, the Military Departments will continue to shape the workforce to support the Department’s push to increase readiness as reflected in the FY 2018 President’s Budget. Civilian increases are tied to skillsets directly related to the operational requirements, such as depot maintenance supporting shipyards and logistics depots, and cyber and intelligence."\footnote{Office of the Undersecretary of Defense (Comptroller), Overview—FY 2018 Defense Budget, May 2017, http://comptroller.defense.gov/Portals/45/Documents/defbudget/fy2018/fy2018_Budget_Request_Overview_Book.pdf.}

Nevertheless, controversy about the size of DOD’s civilian workforce continued. To opponents, civilians are part of the overhead, and not warfighting elements. The number of civilian personnel has been rising while the number of military personnel has been falling, evidence that these levels are not closely overseen.

Proponents note that government civilians are mostly not in Washington, but rather in readiness functions such as maintenance and base operations. They also note that recent efforts to move functions from higher-cost military personnel to lower-cost civilian personnel naturally increase the number of civilians.

There is broad agreement, however, that DOD and the government as a whole do not have a clear strategy for allocating activities among the different elements of its workforce. Organizations as diverse as the Project on Government Oversight, the Defense Business Board, and CSIS have made this point.\(^{181}\) DOD has four such workforce elements: active duty military, reserve military, government civilians, and contractors. While there is extensive literature on the active/reserve mix, there is much less on government civilians and contractors (discussed later), largely because of the lack of an assessment of the full costs of each workforce element. This requires developing fully burdened costs—that is, personnel costs with all benefits and support included—so that decisionmakers can make truly apples-to-apples cost comparisons. The department and the broader community have made progress on theoretical constructs about what costs to include, but actual numbers don't exist.\(^{182}\)

**Reducing size: Cap on Senior Executive Service (SES) positions**

The 2017 NDAA limits the total number of SES positions in DOD (roughly comparable to general/flag officers) to 1,260 by the end of CY 2022, of which no more than 200 can be hired under the existing authority for “highly qualified” personnel. It also requires a plan for SES allocations and periodic progress reports. However, DOD typically has many positions vacant and currently has about 1,200 SES personnel, so the cap is essentially a freeze that prevents any growth, even as budgets and forces increase. The Senate had sought a 25 percent cut in SES personnel, but the department had pushed back, noting that SES were needed to offset limits on general/flag officers and to provide continuity of leadership amid frequent rotations and changes in the general/flag officer ranks.\(^{183}\) The cap on “highly qualified” personnel likely reflects a desire to focus these billets on the most technical skills and not allow them to become a mechanism to get around normal promotion procedures. The requirement for a plan and reports is comparable to similar requirements for general/flag officers.

**Increasing quality: reform and accountability**

Performance of the civil service system continues to be an issue. Most of Secretary Carter’s “Force of the Future” initiatives died with the administration, but frustration continues with “a

---


dTM-09-007,...; David Bertreau et al., *DOD Workforce Cost Realism Assessment* (Washington, DC: Center for Strategic and International Studies, May 2011); Jacques S. Gansler, William Lucyshyn, and John Rigilano,* Toward a Valid Comparison of Contractor and Government Costs* (College Park, MD: Center for Public Policy and Private Enterprise, February 2012). Gansler is a partial exception, having some numbers for allocated overhead activities.

rigid personnel system that stymies our civilian workforce,” as then-candidate Trump complained.\textsuperscript{184} Many organizations and experts argue for reform, seeing a need to tie reward to performance and to make hiring more flexible. For example, the Bipartisan Policy Center noted in a recent report that “If the military personnel system errors on the side of instability and frequent turnover, the civilian personnel system has the opposite problem. Civilian employees may remain in their positions almost indefinitely—typically regardless of their level of performance.” It recommended a separate DOD personnel system with more flexible hiring, compensation, and retention.\textsuperscript{185}

The administration has committed to “creating a lean, accountable, more efficient government.” It has tasked agencies to “take near-term actions to ensure that the workforce they retain and hire is as effective as possible . . . [and] develop a plan to maximize employee performance by reviewing the systems and structures currently in place within their agencies.”\textsuperscript{186} This implies that reform efforts will be agency specific and not government-wide. DOD’s attempt to develop an agency-specific civilian workforce reform in the 2000s, the National Security Personnel System, failed in the face of union and Democratic opposition. Whether a future reform effort, informed by the failure of the earlier effort, will succeed remains to be seen. Such planning is in the early stages and has not become public.

Political appointees

Since 1990, the number of political appointees in DOD has stayed roughly constant at the current level of 238 despite the 40 percent downsizing of the department’s military and career workforces. The number of senior officials needing Senate confirmation has kept rising, from 12 in 1947 when the Department was created, to 45 in 2000, to 58 today.\textsuperscript{187} Despite the increase, the positions have been slow to be filled. By August only 15 nominees had been confirmed out of 58 positions. The Bush and the Obama administrations had been somewhat faster, with 33 and 22 confirmed at the same point in time, but still took a long time to fill positions.\textsuperscript{188} Thus, during transitions the department operates for the better part of a year without most of these senior appointees being onboard. In the meantime, civil servants have filled in, often for extended periods of time. The gap raises questions about whether all the political appointees are truly needed. The Senior Executives Association has argued that presidential transitions would be smoother, and faster to implement the president’s agenda, if certain mission-critical billets were filled with career SES so there was no leadership vacuum.\textsuperscript{189}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[187] Cancian, “Reforming the Civilian Workforce: Two Carrots and Two Sticks.”
\end{footnotes}
Contractors

Contractors have become a permanent element of the federal workforce, but they remain controversial. Service contractors provide workforce flexibility by conducting noncore governmental activities but raise questions about the line between government and the private sector. Operational or battlefield contractors allow limited U.S. military forces to conduct a wider range of operations than they could otherwise but raise concerns about reliance on “mercenaries.” For both there are unresolved questions about relative cost.

A proposal by Eric Prince, former head of Blackwater, to have contractors take over much of the U.S. commitment in Afghanistan, brought these issues to the fore after years of relative quiet.

Service contractors

These contractors provide services to the government and are distinct from contractors who provide products and research and development. CSIS has analyzed these contracts in detail, showing how service contract obligations increased from $74 billion in 2000 to $180 billion at their peak in FY 2009 (all in FY 2014 dollars). Although service contract obligations have declined to $125 billion in FY 2016, they are still substantially above the prewar level and have started to increase again.190 In response to this increase, DOD is trying to give these contracts the kind of oversight that product contracts have received. DOD has, therefore, established categories of service contracts, “S-CATs,” patterned on the “ACATs” for weapon systems, and established procedures for reviewing them, especially the largest contracts (DODI 5000.74 Defense Acquisition of Services). The military services have stood up Service Requirement Review Boards to identify redundancies and improve contract value.191

Service contractors are controversial because they raise questions about what the government should do and what the private sector should do. On the one hand, government regulations (OMB Circular A-76) state that only government employees should conduct “inherently governmental” activities. On the other hand, the same document states the government should not compete with its citizens and therefore should buy from the private sector whenever it can.192

Outsourcing had been an element of the Clinton and Bush administrations’ “reinventing government” initiatives, but in 2008–2010 the Democratic-dominated Congress and then the Obama administration effectively shut this effort down. This shutdown occurred partly as a

result of concerns about disruptions to the workforce and the actual achievement of savings, partly in response to complaints by unions anxious to protect their members’ jobs. The Obama administration believed that it would save a lot of money by bringing activities in-house. However, these savings did not materialize when all of the costs of “insourcing” were considered, and the effort ended. Thus, the balance between contractors and the federal workforce has reached a position of stasis, that is, there are restrictions against moving in either direction.

This stasis is driven in part by unresolved questions about relative costs between the two sectors. Some argue that government is inherently less expensive because it does not need to make a profit. Others argue that government is generally more expensive because it does not need to compete and to be efficient to remain in business. Where commentators come down depends strongly on their views about government and the private sector, with Republicans generally relying more on the private sector and Democrats more on government. The analytic problem arises from indirect costs. Private-sector prices must include all these costs if an organization is to remain in business over the long term. In government, these costs are widely distributed, so their identification and allocation are difficult.193

The Trump administration has proposed some changes that would increase the role of the private sector. In the domestic realm, for example, it proposed privatizing the air traffic control function and taking it out of the Federal Aviation Administration. Whether the administration can convince a skeptical Congress, even a Republican-dominated Congress, to make such changes remains to be seen. Otherwise, however, its guidance calls for review and analysis of the different kinds of workforces in building agency reform plans, described earlier, without apparent leaning toward either insourcing or outsourcing.194 The administration will announce the results in its FY 2019 budget proposal.

The radical changes in acquisition reform instituted by the Congress in the FY 2017 National Defense Authorization Act were mainly aimed at products—encouragement of innovation, for example—and had only minor effect on the acquisition of services, which get much less attention. Similarly, the breakup of the Office of the Undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics will have profound effects on the acquisition of products but not so much on the acquisition of services. The offices overseeing service contracts and operational contractors will still exist under DOD’s plan, but under the new undersecretary of defense for acquisition and sustainment and the assistant secretary of defense for sustainment.195

Operational contractors

Contractors now form a permanent element of the U.S. forces overseas, along with active duty personnel, reservists, and government civilians. Although the widespread and routine use of battlefield (or “operational”) contractors remains controversial—Rachael Maddow, the MSNBC commentator, criticized “[reliance] on a pop-up army . . . of greasy, lawless contractors”196—such use for logistics and administrative functions has become routine in contemporary operations because of the limited numbers of military personnel.197 As a result, some analysts have suggested expanding the use of contractors as military manpower becomes increasingly stretched.198 DOD may have no choice, since the Army is cutting enablers more than combat units,199 which may be strategically sound but which opens up a greater need for contractor support. Further, administrations routinely put caps on the number of military personnel that can be in theater, but these caps do not include contractors. Thus, contractors can expand the range of military activities without breaking administration policy.

As Table 11 shows, contractors outnumber military personnel in Afghanistan and approach the number of military personnel in Iraq, though fewer than half are U.S. citizens. Overall, contractors in Central Command outnumber military personnel. In the past, the ratio was closer to 1:1,200 but the low caps on troop numbers specified by the Obama White House likely pushed Central Command to use contractors more extensively.

Total contractor numbers declined slightly from 44,983 to 42,412 over the last year as the troop levels in Afghanistan declined, then stabilized, but this decline has been partly offset by increases to support expanded operations in Iraq. In Iraq, the number of contractors has increased as operations have increased (from 2,619 in 2016 to 4,485 in July 2017), but numbers are far below the 2008 peak of 164,000.201 There are another 5,600 contractors working outside DOD, presumably for the Department of State, U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), and the intelligence community.

### Table 11: Department of Defense Military and Contractor Personnel in USCENTCOM Area of Responsibility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Military</th>
<th>Total Contractors</th>
<th>U.S. Citizens</th>
<th>Third-Country Nationals</th>
<th>Local/Host-Country Nationals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan Only</td>
<td>10,100</td>
<td>23,525</td>
<td>9,436</td>
<td>8,873</td>
<td>5,216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq/Syria Only</td>
<td>7,200</td>
<td>4,485</td>
<td>2,424</td>
<td>1,406</td>
<td>655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Locations</td>
<td>18,300</td>
<td>14,402</td>
<td>6,210</td>
<td>8,044</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOR Total</td>
<td>35,600</td>
<td>42,412</td>
<td>18,070</td>
<td>18,323</td>
<td>6,019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data as of Sept 2017; excludes forces afloat and classified data for Iraq, Iran, Kuwait, and Syria.

About half of contractors perform logistics/maintenance functions and most of the rest do base operations and administrative tasks. A small number of contractors do combat kinds of tasks. Of the 42,412 contractors in CENTCOM, 1,695 are armed, in security functions and Personnel Security Detachments (PSDs). This function is highly sensitive because the contractors carry weapons routinely and PSDs committed highly publicized abuses in the past. As required by Congress, PSDs are required to conform to either the U.S. or international standard for PSD training, recruiting, and conduct. The industry is participating through its professional organizations—the Professional Services Council and the International Peace Operations Association, among others. The fact that no incidents have arisen recently indicates that the oversight and controls instituted in the last decade may be effective.

DOD recognizes that operational contractors are a permanent element of its force structure. As a result, DOD is continuing to standardize and institutionalize the contracting process that supports contingencies, both conflicts and peacetime needs such as natural disasters and humanitarian assistance. Some actions DOD has taken are as follows:

- To coordinate policy, DOD has established the Operational Contract Support Functional Capabilities Integration Board. To provide operational support program management, DOD has established the Joint Contingency Acquisition Support Office, which, when requested, can provide deployable teams.

- Contract support planners sit at the combatant commands—some full-time, some part-time—to integrate contract support into operational plans.

---


• Lessons learned processes and professional military education gather and disseminate knowledge.

• The Joint Staff approved and published CJCSM 4301.01, Planning Operational Contract Support.

• Expeditionary contracting cells routinely participate in wargames and exercises, including an annual contracting-specific exercise called “Operational Contract Support Joint Exercise.”²⁰⁴

With the decline of operations in Afghanistan and Iraq and the decrease in contracting scandals, the issue of military personnel versus battlefield contractors had receded into the background. However, in May, Erik Prince, former CEO of Blackwater, proposed to the government that it create a “viceroy” in Afghanistan and turn most activities over to contractors, including the advising of Afghan forces and air operations.²⁰⁵ To say that the proposal was controversial would be an understatement. A wide variety of commentators criticized it on both substantive grounds and because of abuses that Blackwater had committed in Iraq.²⁰⁶ However, the proposal gained traction with some elements in the White House because the military’s proposal to add several thousand troops looked like more of the same, and President Trump had campaigned on a skepticism about long-term commitments in the volatile Middle East. Prince’s recommendations did not appear in the administration’s announced Afghanistan strategy. However, it did describe an alternative approach to conducting long-term overseas operations, and this approach is still out there if the new strategy falters.

Readiness and full-spectrum warfighting

DOD defines operational readiness as "The capability of a unit/formation, ship, weapon system, or equipment to perform the missions or functions for which it is organized or designed" and distinguishes it from force structure and modernization. Sequestration in 2013, which required DOD to cut $32 billion in six months, severely reduced readiness because cuts had to be made quickly, and readiness accounts are easy to adjust in the short term.

The services are still rebuilding readiness after those cuts, and Secretary Mattis identified readiness as the focus for the FY 2017 and FY 2018 budgets after stating his shock that readiness had deteriorated so much after he had left active duty. All of the services have highlighted severe readiness shortfalls:

- Army: Only 3 of 58 total brigade combat teams are full-spectrum ready. “The end result is excessive casualties to civilians and to our forces.”
- Navy: Sixty-two percent of F-18s and 54 percent of all aircraft are out of service. The service describes itself as being in a “downward readiness spiral,” with equipment failures and the removal of ships and aircraft from service because of maintenance shortfalls.
- Marine Corps: Eighty percent of Marine aviation units do not have the minimum number of aircraft they need for training and basic operations. Flight hour averages per crew per month are below the minimum standards.
- Air Force: Fewer than half of Air Force aircraft are prepared to take on and defeat a peer adversary.

---


In the FY 2017 and FY 2018 budgets all the services put substantial resources towards improving readiness in areas such as increased unit manning, depot maintenance, and spare parts. This will likely help readiness metrics in the department’s classified readiness reporting system (now called the Defense Readiness Reporting System, or DRRS), which reports the readiness status of every unit for personnel, equipment, maintenance, and training.

However, as shown in Table 12, progress in rebuilding readiness at the macro activity level has stalled. A few indicators increase—Army training miles, for example—but most remain steady and two important indicators—Navy and Air Force flying hours—decrease, though both services argue that this is the maximum executable level. Future progress is uncertain because future budgets are uncertain. Last year the services stated that they would not achieve targeted readiness levels until FY 2020, 2023 for the Air Force,210 but the lack of progress in FY 2018 puts that schedule in doubt. The Marines and Navy now say “early 2020s” and the Air Force “eight years,” which would be 2025.

**Table 12: Major Readiness Metrics, by Service**211

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Army – CTC rotations</td>
<td>21 (total)</td>
<td>21 (total)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army – Training Miles (live and virtual)</td>
<td>1,102/672/1,153</td>
<td>1,188/734/1,224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular/ARNG/USAR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy – Steaming Days per ship per quarter</td>
<td>58 deployed/24 not deployed</td>
<td>58/24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy – Flying Hours (000s total per year)</td>
<td>1018.6</td>
<td>992.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Corps – Integrated Training Exercises</td>
<td>2/19.5/30</td>
<td>2/24.5/30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain/Ground/Air</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Corps – Deployable Days</td>
<td>86,412/18,951</td>
<td>86,412/18,951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active/Reserve</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force – Flying Hours (000s total per year)</td>
<td>1,165.2</td>
<td>1,153.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force — Red Flag/Green Flag</td>
<td>7/18</td>
<td>7/18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Readiness shortfalls primarily affect nondeployed forces. The services deploy forces at a high level of readiness because these forces will conduct real-world operations, either immediately as in Afghanistan, or potentially as with carrier battle groups. Forces at home are inevitably at a


lower level of readiness as they wind down after deployment, then rebuild and train up for the
next deployment. The risk is that these forces will drop to a readiness level that is too low. Then,
if unexpected demands arise, these units would need to deploy before they are ready. Gen.
Mark A. Milley summed up the goal of all the services when he said, “readiness to fight and win
in combat is, and will remain, an inviolate benchmark; no American soldier must ever deploy to
combat unready.” Low readiness puts that pledge in doubt.

Achieving adequate readiness has become more challenging because of the department’s
strategic shift to “full-spectrum” warfighting and away from the narrower focus of
counterinsurgency operations that had been needed for the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. That
broader focus means being able to conduct operations in high-end operations against peer
adversaries like Russia and China. All the services are building readiness programs to meet this
broader requirement.212

This shift also means that the services are moving away from cyclic readiness models like the
Army Force Generation (ARFORGEN) to higher levels across the board or at least for a larger
proportion of the force. Cyclic readiness meant that units would be at a relatively low level of
readiness until they started to build up for the next deployment and then deployed at high
readiness. This worked for predictable force demands as seen in the Iraq and Afghanistan wars.
For larger and unpredictable conflicts, like a war in Korea or in Europe, the services want to have
more units ready to deploy quickly, hence the move to “sustainable readiness” models.

The notion of a “readiness crisis” has received some pushback. Two former DOD comptrollers,
Mike McComb and Robert Hale, both acknowledged shortfalls but not a crisis and that the
services were “likely putting their ‘worst foot forward’” to position themselves in budget
negotiations.213 Similarly, Gen. David Petraeus and Michael O’Hanlon argued that, while
sequestration has been a challenge, U.S. forces remain “second to none.” 214

Indeed, the readiness debate gets distorted because of the multiple audiences. To the Congress,
the services are inclined to emphasize readiness shortfalls in order to secure adequate funding.
To allies and adversaries, the services emphasize strength and combat capability. Further, as
Todd Harrison asks, ready for what?215 He points out that readiness measures cover inputs and,
sometimes, outputs, but never outcomes. That is, for aircraft DOD measures training sorties
flown in but not whether pilots can actually hit targets.

The challenge is that readiness—however it is defined—is both expensive and perishable. Service
members need to practice their skills continuously, and there is a lot of turnover in the ranks so
that new personnel are constantly coming in and needing to be trained. It is expensive because

213 Travis J. Tritten, “Former DOD Comptroller: Be Skeptical of Claims of Readiness Crisis,” Military.com, February 22,
Tony Bertuca, “Former Pentagon Comptrollers Question Alarming Readiness Claims,” Inside the Pentagon,
215 Todd Harrison, Rethinking Readiness (Washington, DC: Center for Strategic and Budgetary Analyses, August 29,
it requires more money for operations and supplies, particularly when conducting large-scale, complex exercises like the Army’s Combined Arms Training Centers, the Air Force’s Red Flag, and the Navy’s Top Gun. Further, replacement systems are much more expensive to operate than existing systems. For example, the flying hour cost of an Air Force F-35A is two and a half times that of F-16.\textsuperscript{216}

The table below uses CSIS’s Force Cost Calculator to give a rough sense of the tradeoffs involved in funding a high-readiness force within a constrained top line (in this case, the FY 2018 top line).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Balanced Capabilities</th>
<th>High Readiness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Navy ships</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army regular manpower</td>
<td>476,000</td>
<td>450,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force fighter/attack</td>
<td>1,141</td>
<td>1,003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Corps active duty manpower</td>
<td>185,000</td>
<td>180,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further, as noted earlier for SOCOM, a major readiness risk for all services is that large elements are funded in OCO, for example, about 25 percent of Navy ship steaming days. If this funding were to go away, readiness would decline.

The bottom line: a “readiness crisis” may be the new normal as warfighting demands for higher readiness collide with rising readiness costs and the need for budget tradeoffs within a constrained top line.

National Security Reform and Reduction in Management Headquarters

The 2017 NDAA directed many changes to make the national security decisionmaking process operate more effectively: radically restructuring the acquisition organizations; revising requirements for the National Security Strategy and National Military Strategy; establishing the National Defense Strategy (as described earlier); establishing a commission on national strategy to replace the previous National Defense Panel; capping the NSC staff at 200; restructuring acquisition organizations and processes; and creating a “Delivery Unit” in OSD “composed of individuals from outside the government . . . and responsible for providing expertise in support to improve the limitation of policies and priorities.” The effects on forces, however, will be indirect and remains to be seen.

The NDAA capped the active duty number of general officers at 882 (as well as capping the number of civilian SES, as described earlier). Although described as a cut of 110, it, in effect,

limited the services to their current levels since many authorized positions were not filled. There were no caps on four-star positions, which had been in both the House and Senate bills, likely because of the major restructurings that would have been involved. Guard and reserve generals were also not capped, although they were included in the original Senate marks, reflecting their political strength in Congress.

In 2015 the Congress directed a 25 percent reduction in headquarters spending. DOD had already been reducing its headquarters staff as a result of 2013 guidance from then-Secretary Chuck Hagel. To be consistent with congressional direction, the department increased its reduction target to 25 percent. This reduction affects both civilian and military personnel. However, since military personnel numbers are controlled separately, military personnel cut from headquarters can be reassigned elsewhere. Civilian personnel numbers are being reduced. It is unlikely, however, that any civilians will actually lose their jobs, as reductions typically will come through attrition.

OMB has directed that all agencies, including DOD, evaluate their organization and processes to identify management efficiencies and produce Agency Reform Plans.217 Secretary Mattis included such direction in his early guidance to the department: “The FY 2019–2023 Defense Program will also contain an ambitious reform program, which will include horizontal integration across DOD components to improve efficiency and take advantage of economies of scale.”218 How this plays out in terms of personnel and organizations will likely be revealed in the FY 2019 budget, which will be published in February 2018.

Facilities and infrastructure

DOD may be ending its “military construction holiday.” In recent years, DOD has been living off the large construction budgets of the 2000s and the construction activity of previous BRAC rounds, especially the massive 2005 round. Construction budgets declined from a peak of $35 billion in 2009 to the FY 2017 appropriation of $8.3 billion (both figures in FY 2018 dollars). The FY 2018 request—$10.4 billion (base and OCO, including Family Housing)—is a large increase above the FY 2017 level and close to the average level of the 1980s and 1990s.219 Nevertheless, the department points to substantial facility shortfalls. “Previous budgets have limited investment in facilities sustainment and recapitalization to the point that 23 percent of the Department’s facility inventory is in ‘poor’ condition (Facility Condition Index (FCI) between 60 and 79 percent) and another 10 percent is in ‘failing’ condition (FCI below 60 percent) . . . Further, the unfunded backlog of deferred maintenance and repair work exceeds $140 billion.”220

It will take sustained investment to recapitalize DOD’s existing facilities, meet new health and environmental requirements, and build facilities for new missions. The services have recognized this by putting facility funding, both construction and maintenance, on their FY 2018 unfunded requirements lists. To continue the momentum, they will also need to continue this level of investment in their five-year plans.

Unmanned Systems and Artificial Intelligence

A continuing theme in weapons development is the move toward unmanned systems and artificial intelligence. The use of such systems in the air has been well established for two decades. The use of such systems at sea and on the ground (other than for mine clearance) is just beginning. These technologies have the potential to profoundly shape future force structure. For example, the application of artificial intelligence (AI) raises the prospect of a time when weapons are only loosely connected to human actors. Although this revolution will take decades to fully implement, the U.S. military has already begun to enter this new realm. Described below is a sample of recent efforts.

Air. The Navy continues to develop its unmanned aerial platforms, focusing on issuing a request for proposals for the MQ-25A, as described earlier. In addition, the Navy is preparing to deploy the MQ-4C Triton to Guam in 2018, where it will conduct patrol operations in the Pacific region. The Naval Research Laboratory is developing a surveillance prototype follow-on to the Ion Tiger, which will eventually provide ISR capabilities with an expected flight endurance of up to three days.

Ground. While advances in unmanned ground platforms lag those in the aerial and sea domain, the Army has begun testing unmanned trucks, which leverage technology developed in the commercial world and are now close to actual fielding. The marines have also resumed testing unmanned ground platforms. A four-legged robot, nicknamed Spot, would give the marines an added transport capability at squad and platoon level, without the noisy diesel engine that plagued the earlier Legged Squad Support System. Long term, the services envision teaming of humans and robots.

Sea. The Office of Naval Research’s Sea Hunter Medium Displacement Unmanned Surface Vehicle (MDUSV) is expanding its mission portfolio, adding “plans for FY2018 [to] include adding intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance technology, and offensive antisubmarine

https://www.appropriations.senate.gov%2fdownload%2f060617-potochney-testimony%26download%3d1/RK=1/RS=kUtLA3uXJhIADyn_US3pKzK6y9uc-.


payloads." The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) is developing an undersea scout platform that would be launched from a submarine, use active sonar systems to identify adversary submarines, and send that information back to the main submarine, which could remain concealed.

**Artificial Intelligence.** In October 2016, the Pentagon successfully tested a swarm consisting of 103 micro-drones that demonstrated the ability to engage in “collective decision-making, adaptive formation flying, and self-healing.” This advancement is one component of the nascent trend toward an increasingly autonomous battlefield. These advancements can reduce risk to human life and increase the agility of military operations. However, AI also raises ethical concerns that the continued depersonalization of combat might ultimately make warfare more likely to occur. Such a debate is not new; similar debates occurred throughout history as the effective range of weaponry increased from hand-to-hand combat to weapons with intercontinental range. A new fear is that future developments will allow autonomous systems to make decisions devoid of any human input and perhaps move beyond human control.

**DOD/National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) split**

The National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) is the part of the Department of Energy that develops and produces nuclear weapons, develops and sustains naval reactors, and conducts nuclear nonproliferation activities. It is relevant to DOD from a budget perspective because the BCA budget caps put NNSA and DOD in a zero-sum situation.

---


The FY 2018 budget emphasizes military programs, consistent with the administration’s priorities for a “hard power” approach. Weapons activities and naval reactors increase while nonproliferation activities decrease. This has been a long-term trend, however, having begun in the Obama administration. From FY 2013 to FY 2018, weapons activities increased from $7 billion to $10.2 billion, naval reactors increased from $1.0 billion to $1.5 billion, while nonproliferation activities decreased from $2.2 billion to $1.8 billion.\(^{230}\)

This trend represents the front end of the nuclear modernization effort, a commitment the Obama administration made in ratifying the New START treaty in 2010. The Obama administration argued that reducing the level of operational weapons was prudent when coupled with modernization of the remaining weapons, platforms, and supporting nuclear infrastructure. This budget meets those commitments.

Nonproliferation activities slowed as the easiest materials to access and dispose of have been done and the remaining materials are in countries where agreements are difficult. It also reflects the collapse of the Mixed Oxide facility. Intended to dispose of 34 tons of weapons plutonium, the facility had its cost balloon from $1.9 billion in the 2001 initial estimate to $50 billion in the most recent estimate. The Trump administration, like the Obama administration before it, has proposed canceling the facility, but the Congress is keeping it alive.\(^{231}\)

NNSA’s organizational arrangement has always been uncomfortable, so reorganization proposals are continuous. NNSA constitutes about half of the Department of Energy’s total budget but is a semiautonomous agency. Most of its products support the Department of Defense. OMD Director Mick Mulvaney floated the idea of transferring NNSA to DOD, a change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$Billion</th>
<th>FY 2017 Authorized</th>
<th>FY 2018 Request</th>
<th>$ Change FY 2018 vs. FY 2017</th>
<th>Percentage Change FY 2018 vs. FY 2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weapons Activities</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense Nuclear Nonproliferation</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naval Reactors</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNSA Federal Workforce</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


that would profoundly change how the weapons labs operated. However, that proposal does not seem to be gaining traction.\textsuperscript{232}

NNSA’s funding has been disentangled from DOD’s, at least on the agency side. (They are still linked through the “050” budget cap.) In 2009 then-Secretary of Defense Robert Gates wrote a letter to DOE asking that certain critical nuclear weapons programs be funded in NNSA’s budget. A deal was struck whereby DOD would reserve a portion of its future funds for support of NNSA and reallocate the funds from DOD to NNSA in one-year increments during the annual budget formulation process. This gave DOD some influence over NNSA’s budget. These transfers were substantial, $1.6 billion in FY 2017. The administration has stopped that practice and, in the future, all outyear funding for NNSA will be included in its Future Years Nuclear Security Program, and none in DOD’s Future Years Defense Program.\textsuperscript{233} The result is budget simplification but less DOD control.

Because the BCA budget cap puts NNSA and DOD in a zero-sum budget situation, any cost overruns that NNSA suffers must be paid by DOD. This dynamic causes constant tension, not least because NNSA has a poor record of cost control on major projects (see MOX, above, but there are many others). Last year, the then-secretary of energy, Ernest Moniz, told the Office of Management and Budget that NNSA needed an additional $5.2 billion over FY 2018 to FY 2021 to replace aging facilities, enhance stockpile assurance, and fully fund uranium enrichment programs.\textsuperscript{234} It is too early for the Trump administration to have done the analysis to be comfortable with such statements but there are areas of risk. These include the nuclear weapons life extension programs, like the B61; the multibillion-dollar Uranium Production Facility at Y-12 and the Chemistry and Metallurgy Research Replacement Nuclear Facility at Los Alamos; the replacement for MOX, if there is one; domestic uranium enrichment for tritium production; PS-4 replacement/enlargement for plutonium storage at Los Alamos; and the replacement Spent Fuel Handling Facility and associated labs.

U.S. allies

Although this paper is about U.S. armed forces, it must also recognize what allies are doing, and failing to do, both because the United States is unlikely to fight wars completely on its own and because the Trump administration has highlighted the need for allies to do more for their own defense. The literature on the subject is vast. Working with allies entails complicated diplomatic arrangements and military command and control, but also expands the military effort. As Winston Churchill once said, ”the only thing worse than fighting a war with allies is fighting one without them.” In general, the United States spends more on defense, both absolutely and relatively, than its allies, but the allies do provide extensive host-nation support by offsetting


basing costs. Also, often unappreciated in the United States is the fact that future wars will likely be fought on, and devastate, allied territory, not ours.

NATO. The 29 nations of NATO have a large armed force in aggregate, including over 3.3 million service members (2 million of whom are non-U.S.). With its interoperable forces and standing command structures, NATO can bring powerful capabilities to bear when it decides to do so. All NATO members have contributed something to the coalition effort in Afghanistan, though only Italy, Germany, Romania, Turkey, and the UK sent contingents larger than 500 (Georgia also, but as a NATO partner, not ally). Over 1,000 non-U.S. NATO troops have been killed fighting alongside U.S., Afghan, and partner forces in the 16-year conflict. All NATO nations (and NATO as the organization) are contributing in some degree to assurance and deterrence efforts that aim to bolster alliance readiness in the face of Russian aggression, for example, staffing the four NATO battlegroups in the Baltics and Eastern Europe.

Nevertheless, U.S. frustration with uneven burden sharing among NATO allies is long-standing, dating back to the beginning of the alliance. More recently, Secretary Donald Rumsfeld in 2003 complained about “new Europe,” which was helpful to U.S. efforts, and “old Europe,” which was not. Secretary Gates likewise complained about “nations that are unwilling to devote the necessary resources . . . in their own defense.” As a candidate, President Trump called the alliance obsolete. Secretary Mattis affirmed the U.S. commitment to NATO but urged NATO members to spend more, noting, “Americans cannot care more for your children’s security than you do.” Given the rich economies of its member states and their large militaries, NATO punches below its weight.

At the Wales conference in 2014, the alliance members affirmed the importance of collective defense, recognized the need for a more robust defense effort, and set a goal of spending 2 percent of their GDP on defense. Since then, alliance defense spending has increased each year with a 4.3 percent overall increase planned for 2017 and an aggregate increase of $46 billion since 2014. However, only six members—the United States, Poland, Estonia, Romania, United Kingdom, and Greece—have reached the 2 percent target (up one member—Romania—in the last two years, with Lithuania and Latvia set to hit the 2 percent target in the coming year).

---

and the median is still a low 1.31 percent. Overall, NATO’s defense effort is trending in the right direction, but it has a long way to go.

Asian allies. Japan only spends 1 percent of its GDP on defense, but its GDP is so large that Japan fields one of the largest and most modernized militaries in the world. For example, its Maritime Defense Force is twice the size of the Royal Navy, and Japan has ships with the most modern combat systems, such as Aegis on its Kongo and Atago-class destroyers. It is building “helicopter destroyers,” which look a lot like small aircraft carriers. Japanese ground and air forces have seen similar improvements. Japan has expanded its definition of “self-defense” in the face of increasingly assertive Chinese actions and is considering further expansion.

Similarly, South Korea only spends 2.4 percent of its GDP on defense but that provides a very large military. It has an army of 495,000 on active duty with another 4,500,000 reservists, a navy with 60 battle force ships, and an air force with 480 fighter/attack aircraft. It is also undergoing a substantial modernization, with the army procuring artillery and armored vehicles, the navy procuring Aegis-capable ships, and the air force procuring F-35s. To counter the North Korean nuclear threat, South Korea agreed to deployment of the U.S. Terminal High-Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) missile defense system.

The United States also has security treaties with Australia, Thailand, and the Philippines. Thailand and the Philippines have strategic locations in any conflict with China but are generally consumers of security. Australia, on the other hand, has high-quality military forces that have deployed globally with the United States in conflicts against ISIS. Australia is implementing a long-term plan to improve the Australian Defence Force’s (ADF’s) capability, especially for maritime expeditionary operations, by purchasing F-35s, new destroyers with Aegis combat system, landing craft, aerial tankers, and air defense missiles.

---
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